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FOREWORD

The Safety Education Division of AAHPER publishes annually aSafet y Education
Review that contains under a common jacket a variety of meaningful presentations
on safety related to the responsibilities and opportunities of educators. This year's
edition is devoted to ports safety to capitalize on the excellent program of the
First National Sports Safety Congress held in Cincinnati in February 1973.

The Congress was sponsored by AAHPER via the Safety Education Division, its
conception going hack to 1970, as one means of implementing the recommendations
of the Division's newly published text-reference, Sports Safety. As ideas for program
and format of the Congress began to mature, it became evident that the focus
should be on helping educators face the real issue of today: accountability for
encouraging young people to accept the calculated risks of organized physical activity.
Legislation and litigation in this regard have captured the active attention of relevant
organizations. but there had been a lack of assistance from educators in developing
standards for the controls being demanded. The Congress' purpose was to present
this issue of accountability and the activities of those who have been facing it,
and to enlist the assistance of educators that had been lacking.

To help accomplish this purpose, many organizations sent representatives to the
Congress, and grants were awarded by the Congress' two cosponsorsthe Division-
Community Injury Control of the United States Public Health Service, Cincinnati,
Ohio, and the Sports Medicine Foundation of America, Atlanta, Georgia. The Founda-
tion was founded in 1972 as a nonprofit agency to receive and disperse monies
for significant research and educational activities. AAHPER and the participants
at the Congress are grateful for the support of these and other organizations which
enabled their representatives to participate.

We are also grateful for the extensive time put into the planning of the Congress
by Chairman Loft and the AAHPER staff, and into their proceedings by Edith
Craig. It is the intent of the Division to continue the Congress concept on a periodic
basis to focus attention on the many issues revealed in our first Congress. The
work of these individuals and others on the committee has created a receptive
atmosphere for realizing this goal.

KENNETH C. CLARKE
VICE PRESIDENT, AAHPER
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GOVERNMENT INTEREST
IN SPORTS SAFETY



Washington's Focus on Sports Safety*

Honorable John E. Moss
United States house of Representatives

Washington, D.C.

At one time or another every person purchases products for himself and his
family. In this sense, everyone has a very direct interest in consumer safety in
the marketplace. Consumerism is fast becoming a powerful force in the United
States. As this country's gross national product has increased, so have consumers'
voices been heard in the halls of Congress.

But it has not always been this way. In 1906, for example, before House hearings
on the first pure food and drug bill, a man wishing to speak was asked by a committee
member, "Whom do you represent, sir?"

"The people," he answered.
"What people?" he was asked, and his answer filled the chamber with laughter.
"The people of 'the United States," he said.
"I'm sorry we can't spare you any time," the committee member explained. "We

have a number of gentlemen here representing special interests affected by this
bill and we must devote what time we have to them."

In those days the leaders of American industry could hold the consumer in con-
tempt. William H. Vanderbilt could say (and get away with it), "The public be
damned" and J. P. Morgan could brazenly announce, "I owe the public nothing."
Henry Ford was reported to have told a consumer that he could have any color
car he wanted as long as it was black. A few years later Charlie Wilson declared,
"The business of America is business."

Since the turn of the century, however. America has undergone a revolutionary
transition from an agricultural society to an industrial society. The smokestack,
not the plow, now symbolizes America's emergence as an industrial power. The
land of individual craftsmen and self-sufficient families became a nation of assembly
lines, middlemen and mass production.

These changes in the marketing system have resulted in mixed benefits to the
consumer. They have made it possible for the average American to own not only
a washing machine and refrigerator but a pair of skis, a set of golf clubs and maybe

'This keynote address was presented by Michael Lemov. Reactors to the address were Thomas E. Shaffer,
M.D., Columbus, Ohio; John Pont, Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.; and David C. Rust, attorney
at law, Sacramento, Calif.
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a snowmobile. In addition, his children probably have cleats, pads, a football helmet
and a TV set substituting for a coach.

As a result, we now live in an age of more leisure time, We enjoy the highest
standard of living the world has ever known,

But at the same tune the industrial revolution has created widespread consumer
dissatisfaction and a variety of less-than-safe products. Our highly impersonal mar-
ket place is often difficult rot, itoIiyiduals to cope with or understand. Indeed. many
people long to return to the hOrSe and buggy days, which in some ways may not
be a bad idea.

The buggy, for example, was usually well constructed and built to last. There
was no deliberate planned obsolescence. Few buggies had to be recalled by the
manufacturer, and it' a part went wrong, it could usually be repaired by the friendly,
local blacksmith for a fair price.

The horse also had definite advantages, It would usually start, .even on cold
mornings and could go long miles on grass. No oil was needed, and the only additives
were an occasional apple or lump of sugar. Each horse offered a different color
and style and all came with an automatic fly swatter. There were few paved roads
in those days, but at the turn of the century a horse and buggy in downtown
New York City could average 5.2 miles per hour, while today an eight cylinder,
300 horsepl)wer automobile averages less than 4 miles pet' hour. Perhaps most impor-
tant, to my knowledge there was not one horse in America named Lemon.

After the death of the horse and buggy age, a gradual interest increased consumer
interest and event indly consumer legislation. President Kennedy initiated the current
consumer era when he set out four basic rights of the American consumer: the
right to safety, the right to he informed, the right to choose and the right to be
heard.

In the past few years alone. Congress has enacted the National Motor Vehicle
and Traffic Safety Act, the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act, the Wholesome Meat
Act, the Truth-in-lending Act, the Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings
Act (also known as the "bumper" bill) and other important consumer acts of legisla-
tion.

The most recent consumer legislation, the Consumer Product Safety Act, is a
landmark bill which I was pleased to sponsor in the House, along with Senators
Magnuson and Moss in the Senate.

The present Administration has never advocated a truly strong Consumer Product
Safety Act. It originally supported a weaker, more limited bill which would have
been enforced by the Department of HEW rather than by an independent commission.
When President Nixon signed the bill just before his re-election, it appeared that
he had changed his views. In fact, he literally adopted it, saying it was "beneficial"
and answered a "long felt need." He added it was the most significant consumer
legislation enacted by the 92nd Congress. I will discuss later just how the Administra-
tion's actions have matched those post-signing words. But first I want to explain
how the Consumer Product Safety Act can affect sports activities.

The Act applies to manufacturers, assemblers, importers, distributors, retailers
and private labelers of consumer products. Basically, a consumer product is any
article produced for the personal use, consumption or enjoyment of a consumer.
Obviously it applies to sports equipment such as football helmets, skis and artificial
turf.

There is no requirement that the product be produced for sale directly to a con-
sumer, but merely that it be produced for his use. The requirement of direct sale
to a consumer was originally found in the Administration's version of the bill. The
change was due to the efforts of people in the sports field.
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The House Subcommittee on Commerce and Finance, of which I am chairnmn,
held extensive hearings on the safety of synthetic football turf in November 1971.

lskin wide receiver Roy Jefferson, guard John Wilbur and other players testifiol
that most types of synthetic turf' seemed to cause more injuries to players than
natural grass. Ed Garvey, executive director of the NFL Players Association, and
Dr. James Garrick of the University of Washington also appeared and raised some
very serious questions about the safety of synthetic turf. When the subcommittee
looked closely at the legislation it became clear that if the requirement of direct
sale to a consumer remained in the oil!, products such as synthetic turf might not
be within the scope of the law. To remedy this omission, the bill was modified
and such products are now covered.

The new Consumer Product Safety Act has established an independent agency
the Consumer Product Safety Commission to administer the law. The Commis-

sion has broad powers to promote safety in the marketplace. It can commence
a proceeding for the development of a mandatory federal safety standard when
a product presents an unreasonable risk of injury.

It is likely that the Commission will expend much effort on federal standards
for sports and recreational safety. There are more injuries to children and adolescents
from participation in recreational and sports activities than from virtually any other
specific cause, including motor vehicle accidents, burns and violence by others.
P, bushed reports indicate that a minimum of 630,000 persons between 5 and 17
years old are injured annually as a direct result of sports participation. If sports-
related injuries to older persons are added, the figure is much higher. In view
of these numbers it is surprising that relatively little effort has been expended
on sports safety by the government or the private sector. This is especially true
in view of the direct relationship between certain sports equipment and injuries.
I'd like now to discuss the types of products to which the Commission might give
attention.

Football Helmets

Data indicates that the high school injury rate, at minimum, exceeds one-half
of an injury per player per year. In a recent study the University of Washington
found that its football players had reported only half of their injuries resulting
in disability during prior high school play. This suggests an injury rate of double
the reported level, or one injury per participant per year. Furthermore, even this
figure may be conservative since the University of Washington athletes surveyed
were, by definition, those not injured seriously enough to terminate their athletic
activities. If the high school football injury rate of one per player is correct, it
means that over 900,000 males between the ages of 15 and 18 years are injured
playing football each year.

Estimates of various investigators indicate that 6 to 10 percent of all reported
injuries occurring at the high school and college levels involve the head. The recent
report of the Joint Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects-,--
of Sports indicates that 61 percent of these head and face injuries involve concussions
and 1 of every 40 of these concussions requires hospitalization. Projecting from
an injury rate of 900,000 at the high school football level, this would yield 1,500
high school football players requiring hospitalization for concussions alone during
a single season. In addition, more than half of the deaths directly attributable to
football result from head injuries. There is thus no area in athletics where the
relationship between a specific product (football helmet) and specific injuries (con-
cussions) is so straightforward and dramatic.
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Despite this relationship there are currently no standards, voluntary, federal
or otherwise, defining the injury-reducing characteristics for football helmets. Indeed
to my knowledge. no preliminary test method of any kind has yet been agreed
upon. And remember, the above injury estimates deal primarily with high school
and college football players; we have virtually no information regarding the frequency
and severity of injuries suffered by sandlot and little league players. Conservative
estimates indicate that in addition to the 900,000 high school players, there are
some 40,000 college football players, 14,000 professional football players and probably
more than 1 million participants in football programs at lower levels. The football
helmets most often used by these younger children resemble the helmets used by
college and professional players only externally. In many cases little or no attention
is paid to a helmet's strength, padding or suspension system. It is inconceivable
that a helmet purchased for less than $5 can provide the protection offered by
one costing $40 or $50 used by college and professional players.

Minimum standards for football helmets are thus an area of immediate importance
for the Consumer Product Safety Commission.

Ski Bindings

Although it is not known how many people actively ski in the United States
during any given year, one can assume fairly accurately the likelihood of those
skiers sustaining injury. According to published studies, the average skier runs
approximately a 10 percent risk of injury during a normal season. Although only
about one-third of these injuries will result in significant temporary disability, if
one estimates (conservatively) the number of skiers in the United States at 5 million
it can be assumed that at least 500,000 of them will be injured in some way each
year, and of these perhaps 150,000 will suffer significant temporary disability. These
numbers gain significance when one realizes that virtually the only people to ski
are those in their productive years such as students, housewives or breadwinners.
Injuries to this segment of our population have a significant economic impact.

An appreciable effort of the ski industry deals witn the manufacture and marketing
of releasable safety bindings. Although this type of binding has been available for
about 15 years, when one looks at injury statistics from areas which maintain good
records, such as Sun Valley, one is extremely hard pressed to find a signifi.2ant
decrease in injuries. Indeed despite a myriad of claims promising predictable release
and increased safety, there is but one study in the medical literature yielding any
credence to the safety claims of binding manufacturers. The study, conducted nearly
15 years ago by Drs. Hadden and Ellison, was able to show only a marginal increase
in safety resulting from the use of releasable bindings and that was present only
for males. Subsequent investigators have been unable to document any decrease
in ski injuries resulting from releasable ski bindings.

Although the American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM) currently has
a subcommittee studying this problem, there are currently no standards regarding
the manufacture or performance of ski bindings. Indeed every ski binding must
have special adjustments to accommodate the various heights of boot soles since
manufacturers have been unwilling thus far to agree on a standard height.

The entire problem is brought into clearer focus by the fact that 70 to 75 percent
of all ski injuries involve the lower extremities, which could be prevented if the
ski released from the boot at the time of fall. Studies of skiers who have sustained
this type of injury show that nearly two-thirds of them reported that their bindings
either did not release or released after they had sustained injuries. Studies conducted
by Dr. James Garrick of the University of Washington and his associates in 14
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ski areas over the past 10 years indicate that the proportion of injuries resulting
from the nonrelease of bindings has remained unchanged during that period. It
is obvious that ski equipment is also an important subject far the new Consumer
Product Safety Commission.

Government Interest in Sports Safety

While I have discussed these facts to give yot, a preview or the type of actions
the new Commission is likely to be engaged in, 1 also have ulterior motives.

First. I want to warn you of sonic disturbing evidence regarding a lack of commit-
ment by the current Administration to sports safety and consumer safety. After
a lot of promising words at the time the bill was passed, more than three months
has passed. punctuated only by a deafening silence. The Administration has not
yet named one commissioner. let alone five. A scientifically and technically qualified
staff has yet to be assembled. The legislation carries an effective date of December
26, 1972. One would have thought that in view of the continuing deaths and injuries
that prompted the legislation, the commission would have been named by that date.
It could have been hard at. work already.

The delay is disturbing. It says clearer than any words that the Administration
assigns a low priority to consumer safety. I fear it means the Administration is
searching for candidates it can control rather than those with independence and
ability.

A further ominous sign for sports safety relates to funding. Rather than request
an appropriation equal to the full authorized sum of $55 million, the Administration
has asked for $30.9 million in its 1974 budget and has failed to request any supplemen-
tal funds for the balance of fiscal year 1973.

Consumer Product Safety Act

My second ulterior motive is to tell you that you have a unique opportunity
to play an important role in the ultimate implementation of this new law and in
the future of sports and recreational safety generally.

The Consumer Product Safety Act, unlike any other federal safety statute, is
designed specifically to draw on the advice and participation of private and public
organizations in the development of safety standards. The Act requires that the
Commission seek offerors to develop proposed safety standards. If they are techni-
cally competent, operate fairly and follow Commission rules they may be authorized
to function as a part of the Federal standard-setting mechanism. Under some circum-
stances they may even be compensated for tiieir expenses.

Educational, medical and sports organizations are well suited to be offerors under
the new law. In fact, they are among the best qualified groups to develop standards
because they can function as an independent third force not directly involved in
the production of consumer products.
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MEDICAL ASPECTS
OF SAFETY IN SPORTS



Medical Basis of Restriction from Athletics

Russell Lane, M.D.
l'nfrersily of Massachusetts

Amherst, MaNsachusetts

Human beings are creatures of activity, not inactivity. Physical fitness, health
education, social interaction and simple fun are all part of our inherent activity,
and sports, whether individual or team oriented, competitive or recreational, are
the blending and cultural expression of this activity. Appropriate sports participation
has something to offer everyone, regardless of sex, age or physical and mental
condition.

If sports are so beneficial, why then are they criticized? Is-it that the competitive
thread has always been a part of sports, and competition in its crudest form has
been war, and war has meant injury? The object here will be to describe how
competitive sports can incorporate safety factors and thus preserve the positive
factors for health and welfare and minimize the detrimental factors characterized
by injury infliction.

Medical Screening Exam

To determine the proper sports placement for an individual, the physician needs
to administer a medical screening exam. Such an exam should consist of the following
basics:

1. A complete medical history, with special attention to factors important to
the :4 port in question
A complete. specially directive physical exam

3. A complete blood count
1. A urinalysis.

Beyond these these basics one can debate at great length concerning additional
data to he obtained. Some physicians favor a TB skin test: others argue for a profile
of blood chemistries for professional players; still others advocate a stool rarasite
exam for players in certain geographic locations. Whether to administer these tests
depends upon the player's locale, age and sex, the sport and perhaps some research
interest of the medical examiner. Individual consideration must also be given to
the matter of immunizations. There are good arguments for protection against
tetanus. polio, diphtheria, rabies, influenza, hepatitis and malaria. There are equally
valid reasons for not needing any one or all of these.
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One often hears comments about the differing Ievvis of exam for contact sports
as oppf,sed to endurance sports (». leisure sports. This suggestion is disturbing
because it implies that a golfer or sailor, for example, requires a less thorough
medical evaluation than a basketball player or wrestler. An undescended testicle
is no less crucial It finding in a player of one type of sport than in a player of
another type of sport. A complete history and physical exam, with selected laboratory
tests and immunizations, irrespective of sex or sport, is primary to all athletic
programs and should he performed by specially trained and qualified physicians
or paraprofessionals.

Triolitionally. doctors have tried to examine athletes just prior to the first sports
season of each academic year. '['his practice has resulted in too many exams of
less than ideal quality. Would it not be better to examine athletes four times during
the high school and college years, with these occasions being at the beginning of
the freshman and juilUn. years? Interim evaluations of certain selected factors would
be a natural adjunct to these full medical appraisals. To give complete exams at
specified times during the athlete's school years fits better th" concept of uniform
exams irrespective of the sport involved and emphasizes the role of spoits as a
continuing year -round and lifelong factor in the athlete's life, not just a seasonal
affair.

In trying to determine the correct sport(s) for an individual, a physician needs
to recognize certain limitations based on safe participation. Every decision must
be an individual case decision. (o. example, although it is unreasonable for blind
persons to play baseball. they can. and do. ski and wheelchair amputees participate
in special track meets. It might be helpful to describe some of the boundaries for
medical restrictions in certain sports to give us a point of reference on which to
make individual case decisions.

Matching

The first boundary involves "matching," i.e., grouping participants according to
certain parameters. At times, the groupings are so natural (as by sex, age or school
grades) as to be uncontested. At times, as in boxing and wrestling, matching is
part of the rules of the sport. But there are other times when there should be
some well-stated matching rules. This can be explained best by the concept of having
either a maximum or minimum (not both) weight level in some of the junior tackle
football progTams.

somewhat related to the concept of matching is the idea of having rules concerning
minimal., squad size ill it sport like football. It is neither reasonable nor safe to
allow a game between two teams when the bench strength of one squad is 4 or
5 players while that of the other squad is 30 to 40 players. Such games should
never he permitted and definite rules should exist to set limits.

Much talk has been expended and many schemes have been proposed to prevent
wrestlers from pulling weight. This practice of rapid shedding of weight by a wrestler,
via a process of combined starvation and dehydration in the several days immediately
preceding a match, is the epitome of a medically unsafe practice in sports. Yet
it is far from being controlled. To prevent this practice. league officials should
have a weigh-in of all wrestlers in their jurisdiction before the season starts and
no wrestler should be allowed to move up or down more than one weight class
during the entire season. This rule may he far front ideal, but it does have the
advantage of being easy to understand and administer.
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Acute Illness

The second limitation is acute illness. An athlete with an acute illness is unable
to perform without increasing the chances of injuring himself and endangering the
health of his teammates. The problem with acute illnesses, which twe usually infec-
tious to sonle degree, is to provide sufficient metrical slipping in the spurts programs
to detect the symptoms early, get the athletes with such illness away from the
group and treat them appropriately. The scope of conditions here range from skin
infections (boils, impetigo, crabs) to influenza, hepatitis, meningitis and others.

Chronic Condit ions

The next limitation involves chronic vonditions. It is difficult to set definable
boundaries for chronic conditions Sun its diabetes, epilepsy, tuberculosis, rheumatic
and congenital heart disease, asthma, colitis, deafness, hypertension, cardiac
arrhythmias, nephritis, leukemia or lymphoma in remission and bleeding disorders.
In prescribing a sport for an athlete who has any of these conditions a doctor mint
hate an accurate diagnosis of the athlete's condition, reasonable knowledge of the
anticipated course that the condition will take in the months ahead, knowledge
of the sport and its psycho-physiologic demands on the athlete and full understamling
of the athlete's personality and needs. The physician must weigh elonpassionately
the pros and cons and not be afraid to say no \Olen necessary. Activity can be
detrimental at certain times and helpful at other times. A well- controlled and supe -
vised diabetic should not be restricted from any slant A deafimute should be allowed
to pursue an interest in fencing. However, a person with rheumatic mitral stenosis
should not be encouraged to engage in Nordic skiing or cross-country track.

Body Organs

The fourth medical limitation for participation in certain sports involves various
organs of the body. An athlete with an inguinal, femoral or umbilical hernia or
a pathologically enlarged liver or spleen should be restricted until the condition
is either corrected or corrects itself, as the case may be. Athletes with any of
the following Conditions should be encouraged to avoid tackle football. ice hockey,
rugby, soccer and lacrosse:

Single eye, single kidney, single spermatogenic testicle
Severe myopia
Repeated cerebral concussions of significant magnitude
Previous brain surgery or depressed skull fracture
Previous cervical spine fracture or dislocation.

In these conditions the danger of e-injury or injury to remaining structures
is tun significant to 'allow participation in collision (contact -phut 0 sports.

Eyeglasses

A special \vont must he voiced concerning eyeglasses. To exclude an athlete from
his chosen sport because he wears glasses seems unfair. On the other hand, to
allow glasses to be worn without a thorough consideration of whether they are
the correct style and cttllStrlICti(01 for the sport acid participant is equally
wrong. Eyeglasses. in whatever form or material, have no Mace in tackle football
as long as players use their heads as a battering Min. BM from the various styles
and materials used to make athletic frames for industrial-weight safety lenses aml
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from the variety or contact lenses available, surely there is a way for all but the
most medically incapacitated athletes to pursue their chosen sport.

When prescribing eyeglasses for an athlete, a doctor must consider what the
best frame and lens are t'iir the particular visual defect, athlete and sport. The
right glasses far spurts Use is not a quick decision and requires an understanding
or sports safety and optometry. It is can eel vat )1(.` that an athlete might wear soft
contact lenses for football. industrial-weight safety lenses for Alpine skiing, another
style for baseball and a fourth variety or "dress" 'spectacles for everyday use.

In summary, activity is natural for humans and leads to physical, mental and
social health. Athletics are a natural expression of human activity. The screening
exam is a triediyal effort to direct individuals into activitiessportswhich will
safely contribute to their health.
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Orthopaedic Restrictions to Athletics

II. Royer Collins, M.D.
Cleveland Clink
Cleveland, Ohio

The purpose of administering a physical examination prior to participation in
athletics is to determine if a youngster is capable of engaging in athletics, to diagnose
his condition and try to remedy any defects and to be sure he does not have a
condition which could result in death or further deformity if he were allowed to
participate. Too often the examining physician thinks in terms of contact sports
and when signing the examination card which the youngster presents to him, may
disqualify him from all sports participation when he merely intends to restrict the
youngster from contact sports. There are conditions which would obviate playing
in it contact sport or in a sport requiring a lot of running and weight bearing.
However, the same youngster may %veil be able to participate in a sport such as
swimming, which excludes these situations, and actually he should be encouraged
to do so. Those who are in the physical education field are well aware of the need
for remedial athletics. but this presentation will focus on orthopaedic conditions
which should restrict participation in the more vigorous contact sports.

Acute Conditions

Fractures

An acute condition is a state of health in which activity must cease until healing
occurs. The obvious example of this is a fracture. It is usually very easy to keep
a youngster with a broken bone from participating in a sport. Most coaches are
amenable to having him sit on the sidelines as long as he is in a cast, recognizing
that he cannot play until the cast is removed. As with most rules, there are exceptions
when an athlete can participate if he has a cast or rigid splinting immobilizing
the area. For example. many youngsters with a fractured wrist can play basketball
if they wear a cast on the forearm. Practice sessions can continue until the fracture
has healed and the youngsters are able to resume full activity.

The same is true with an offensive lineman who has fractured the metacarpal
bones of his hand. It is possible to splint the hand with a pliable plastic splint
which has been covered with stvrofoam and foam rubber padding FO that it has
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a large bulky dressing with no unyielding material under it mid very good
immobilization. Since the lineman does not have to use his him(' for grit he
can participate in the fare. However, a defer sive ballplayer who needs to have
his hands tree is obviously unable to participate with this kind of immobilization.
A toe fracture is also a good example of an injury which may produce some pain
when the youngster is running. but is not an absolute contraindication to sports
participation. If the athlete wears it good firm shoe, the fractime will generally
heal very quickly and he can return to the game within the limits of pain.

Dislocations

It is much more difficult to restrict athletics when a youngster has a dislocation
which has been reduced. The deformity is now gone, the athlete usually does not
complain if much pain after this has been accomplished, ami frequently the coach
reels he is ready to play again'. This is certainly the case in shoulder dislocations.
However, one must understand the basic injury that occurs with a dislocation to
understand better the reason for restricting activity for a Pour -week period. When
the shoulder dislocates, it does so because soft tissues in front of the shoulder,
particularly the capsule holding the shoulder joint in place, have been torn loose.
In a few instances this is accompanied by a fracture. To allow proper healing,
the arm must he imnutbilized for a period of four weeks, during which the structures
in the front or the shoulder return to 11(alltal and heal. It' this is not done, the
recurrence rate of dislocations of the shoulder is about 90 percent. If this occurs,
Out athlete is no longer as effective and often surgery becomes necessary.

The same is true no. dislocations of the patella. In fact, physicians who practice
sports medicine are aware of the necessity for repairing them surgically even though
the dislocation has been reduced because of the defect which is produced and the
great tendency t'tti. recurrence. The same is 'true of dislocations of the acromio-
claicular joint of the shoulder, in which case activity must be restricted until full
healing has occurred. if the dislocation is complete anti reduction cannot be main-
tained, surgery is indicated. Dislocations of the hip, knee and ankle are usually
serious injuries and the need for restriction from athletics as well as for good
orthopaedic care is obvious.

Dislocation of it finger is quite common. It usually can be pulled hack into place,
is relatively stable once this has occurred and may be splinted by taping the finger
with an adjacent finger, giving the stability necessary to prevent recurrence and
permitting the tissues to heal. This allows the athlete to return to competition
because he does not have a hard cast and the officials will allow him to play, In
treating, dislocations of the hand. however, the physician must be certain that fracture
has not occurred in tht int. as it is often necessary to operate on the fracture
dislocations of the fingers with in tra-articular damage in tmler to restore the articular
surface back to normal. If this is not done, the athlete will be left with a deformed,
poorly functioning joint. In dislocations of the thumb, ligaments may be torn to
such a degree that there is instability. In these cases, immediate surgery may
be necessary to prevent continued instability such as seen in the -gamekeeper's
thumb,"

Contusions

Contusions are bruises to the muscle caused by direct blows. The most familiar
examples are a charley horse of the thigh and a "blocker's arm," which frequently
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occurs in the upper arm. Immediately after a deep bruise to the musculature of
the thigh, athletic activities should be restricted and ice applied. Rest, compression
and immobilization by using crutches should be prescribed to prevent further
bleeding. As soon as the athlete regains normal range of motion of the extremity
without feeling pain, he can resume participation. The old notion of running out
the bruise should be discarded because it lea& to further bleeding and restriction

motion anti may produce inyositis on". !hi, ha, dodni,"1, the young-
ster may be unable to participate for the remainder of the season. If a deep bruise
or contusion is treated adequately from the start, the youngster may he restricted
from athletic activity for about four days. In some extreme cases this restriction
may last for three weeks. However, if not cared for adequately, the youngster
may miss the entire season.

Internal Derangements

Internal derangements include the torn meniscus and osteochtmdritis dissecans,
which occur in the elbow or knee. A torn meniscus in the knee joint is usually
a disabling condition until full range of motion has been regained. The athlete may
have a locking episode and after moving his knee about, may feel something click
back into place and then he has normal range of motion. There may be sNvelling
of the knee and some pain for two or three days, following which the athlete can
return to athletic activity. As long as the athlete has no restriction of motion,
pain in his knee joint or persistent effusions in the joint, he can resume activity.
However, if the knee continues to buckle or lock on hint, his meniscus should be
removed and athletic activity or weight hearing on the knee joint suspended until
then.

OsteochOndritis diSSel'ans is a lesion affecting the thigh or elbow and may produce
symptoms similar to those of a torn meniscus. Usually it occurs to adolescent athletes.
When it occurs in the thigh, there is loss of blood in the femoral condyle and this
area may hecttme dislodged from its bed in the femur, producing a loose piece
in the joint and giving symptoms of internal derangement of the knee joint. Athletic
activity must he restricted and if the piece is loose, surgery is necessary. The
same symptoms occur in osteochondritis dissecans of the elbow, particularly to little
league pitchers. Treatment is similar.

Chronic Conditions

Chronic conditions are physical abnormalities which are either congenital or
acquired and which have been aggravated by participation in sports. One must
specify whether contraindications are absolute or relative. For example, a youngster
with a congenitally absent odontoid process must be discouraged from to

lit contact sports. In such a case. it may he necessary to fuse the youngster's spine
to prevent problems should he he accidentally bumped or involved in an automobile
accident.

Spine

Fractures of the cervical spine which have been fixed by surgery anti fusion
are absolute contraindications to any contact sport. A youngster with this type
of ftactue can participate in sports such as swimming, tennis or cross country.
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which do nut require using the head for tackling or as it battering ram. Scoliosis,
or curvature of the spine, is ;mother condition which can he disabling if it is severe,
Contact sports should he restricted if surgical fusion has been performed, particularly
if internal instrumentation using. Harrington rods has been carried out. :\n athlete
\vith this condition may he allowed to swim and engage in other activities which
do not place stress on his spine. If surgery is unnecessary and the youngster is
hit sympii,matic, activitivs ri,striilvd. in perience yuu ng-
sters wearing. a Milwaukee brace, for example. with scollic of relatively severe
degree have been allowed to remove the brace to compete in gymnastic events,
Some have worn the bride(' Male water skiing and doing other strenuous sports.

'chewer mot's epiphysitis is a condition affecting spinal growth and may produce
pain and deformity such as it curved back, Ir a youngster is having considerable
pain. athletic activity may need to be restricted for a brief period. However. most
youngsters are able to continue flaying football without any difficulty provided
they avoid activities which produce undesirable symptoms. These youngsters may
become symptomatic when they start a weight training. program and fire lifting
an excessive amount, but these symptoms may disappear as soon as the weight
training has stopped. If their condition becomes excessive, they may need to wear
a brace to prevent the deformity which is occurring. In these cases, a youngster
may not he able to participate in a sport such as football.

Spondylolysis or spondylolisthesis is another condition of the lumbar spine. It'
an athlete does not have pain. sports need not be restricted. Occasionally. the condi-
tion will become symptomatic and some restrictions may hate to be pined On the
kind of exercises that the athlete dues. For example, lifting weights may produce
discomfort and the athlete may have to (I() exercises for his low back that will
allow him to participate. Sonic youngsters may have to wear supporting low back
braces to allow them to play basketball. Some youngsters even Use a suPP"rting
brace so they can participate in football. Usually this is not a disabling condition
and sur'ger'y is necessary only if symptoms are severe. Once a fusion has been
accomplished in this area. athletic activity may resume.

Rheumatoid spondylitis is another spinal condition aggravated by athletic par-
ticipation. including running, A youngster with this condition can he permitted
to swim but not engage in other spurts.

Hips

Y ning,:tors with siiliptd capitol remora) ouiphyses, Legg-Pert he's disease or con-
genital dislocation of the hip in which there is a fair amount of deformity should
be discouraged from engaging' in sports which place considerable stress across the
hips. These include running and juin pi fig' sf ;oils such as basketball, t rack aml football,
I f allowed to participate. degenerative changes can he hastened, Activities which
do not require a great deal of weight-bearing stress are permissihh? and swimming
should he encouraged. f the youngster is in the acute phase of any of these diseases.
athletic activity must be restricted. Surgery is indicated in slipped capital femoral
epiphyses which are acute and there are varidius forms of treatment necessary cm;
Legg'-Perthe's disease. all of which contraindicate athletic participation which is
weight bearing.

knees

Knock knees (germ valgunp and bow legs (gene vitruni) t hat are not severe
are not contraindications to sports. Some people feel that athlete's are recurvaturn
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or the knee and lax ligaments are more prone to develop knee injuries. Generally
they are among the better athletes. Although athletic activity should not be
restricted, the physician and physical educator must do all they can to strengthen
the musculature around the out in order to avoid injury. If these deformities
are severe, however, they should be corrected before the youngster even reaches
the ago when he wants to participate in sports.

Legs and Feet

Many youngsters with slight limb atrophy or slight length irregularity can patici-
pate it, sports very well without difficulty. Many y ningsters have flat feet which
/lever give them iin difficulty and sports should not be restricted. However, it'
the flat toot deformity if severe and causes pain, athletic activity may need to
be restricted.

Osgood-Schlat ter's disease, which occurs at the knee, and other types of apophysit is
which may occur in the heel, are injuries produced by traction of the musculotendon-
ous unit on the insertion, and can produce pain. The athlete may have to limit
his activity during the time that his ,joints are symptomatic. Hest is generally all
that is necessary to allow healing.. Once these apophyseal areas have closed over,
activity can be resumed. While a youngster frequently is kept from playing a sport
during its season because of injury, after that season he is capable of playing other
sports as the symptoms have completely subsided.

General Deficiencies

Many athletes with deformities of the upper extremities are able to get along
quite well because they compensate. Youngsters with a partial or entire arm niissing
are frequently able to participate and, in fact, should be encouraged to do so provided
the deformity does not make them prone to further injury.

Any deficiencies found in the examination of an athlete, such as residuals from
previous injuries or fractures with atrophy and weakness of the musculature, should
be remedied prior to allowing the athlete to return to activity. For example, all
athlete who has sustained an injury to the lower extremity with atrophy of his
thigh musculature should not go on the playing field until the musculature has
regained its full strength so that he is capable of doing all that his sport demands.

Although body build cannot be used as an absolute contraindication to participation
in certain sports, it certainly helps to allow the medical examiner to discuss possible
sports with a youngster's parents. For example, a tall, thin youngster or a short,
obese Froehlic-type youngster may not he physically mature enough at the time
of examination to participate in contact sports. If such is the case, they should
he encouraged to engage in sports such as tennis, basketball and swimming which
help to develop their musculature and agility. Often these youngsters become fine
athletes when they have matured and their association with these agility-type sports
becomes beneficial to them if they participate in contact sports at a later time.

Considerable judgment is required of the physician in deciding whether a youngster
should be allowed to participate in athletics. There are no black and white areas
in this matter. The physician must use his best judgment and be firm in restricting,
athletics when it is definitely necessary to (I() so.
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Neurological Concerns in Contact Sports

Hank II. Gosch, M.D.
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Trauma to the central nervous system is not a frequent injury in football when
compared with injuries to the knee, ankle, shoulder or elbow but it may, and fre-
quently does, cause not only lost playing time but also permanent incapacitation
and even death, The first comprehensive survey of serious head and spinal cord
injuries in football was a five-year study (1959-1163) conducted by Schneider (4).
Since this report showed the need for concern about these injuries, a number of
subsequent studies have been made on particular aspects of neurologic trauma (5),
experimental approaches on the playing field (3), simulated laboratory studies (i,2),
and prevention of serious injuries by improving equipment, particularly helmets
(3).

During the course of his survey, Schneider collected 225 serious or fatal neurosurgi-
cal injuries of football players. Although sandlot players constituted the largest
group and wore the least protective gear, they had only 26 (11.8%) serious injuries.
In contrast. the fully protected and equipped players sustained 88.2 percent of
such injuries. Does this indicate a difference in playing technique or does the helmet
only provide a false sense of security? This is difficult to answer, but perhaps a
closer look at some types of brain and spine injuries will help in early recognition
and treatment.

Skull Fractures and Hemorrhages

A skull fracture, by itself, probably has little significance. When an injury occurs
with a skull fracture, at least some of the impact force is dissipated if the skull
fractures and that is force which is not transmitted to the brain. Of significance
is the force transmitted to the brain and the resultant hemorrhage or damage to
the brain tissue. An epidural or subdural hematoma is a collection of blood over
the surface of the brain. This causes compression of vital centers for normal functions,
In Schneider's study five players were diagnosed as being afflicted by an extradural
hematoma and four of them died. Three of them were wearing full equipment at
the time of injury. Of' the subdural hematomas, there were 69 cases with 28 deaths.
In 24 of these cases the time interval between injury and operation or injury and
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cleat h was only six hours. orty-one patients were saVed by operative interentiOn
with 2:3 making an excellent reciivery. These cases point out how critical the time
factor of providing emergency treatment is with this lesion.

Fourteen intracerebral hemorrhr,ges were recorded, and of these inure than half
died. The worst injury (Wttrred to the brain stem region, Hemorrhage in the puns
was fatal in 16 out of 17 cases,

Spinal Injuries

In the tive-year study, 78 spinal injuries were collected. Of the fracture-disloca-
tions. 16 had no neurological deficit and made a complete recovery. However in
30 Players, a distressingly high number, the spinal injury was associated with an
immediate and complete permanent quadriplegia. The other types ot' spine injuries
carried no mortality.

Conclusion

What can be conclutled from this study? It certainly is not the sandlot player
without protective equipment who showed the highest percentage of injuries but
the player who was fully protected. Does this indicate that the present equipment
provides insufficient protection? Probably a number of factors appear to be operat ng
and only some are: 1) recognition it' an injury has occurred and the availabil ty
of emergency transportation to a hospital where neurosurgical personnel treat the
player's injury. 2) understanding of the mechanism of injury and methods of preven-
tion and 3) more effective protective equipment.

Efforts are being made not only in the treatment of these types of injuries but
more importantly, in the prevention of such injuries. The problem is being studied
on the playing field and in the laboratory, and the testing and improving of protective
gear should lessen the tragedies that have been witnessed in the past.
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Progress of the National Operating Committee
on Standards for Athletic Equipment

David C. Arnold
NOCSAE

Elgin, Illinois

The National Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment
(NOCSAE) was formed at an organizational meeting held in Kansas City, Missouri
in May 1970. The main objectives of NOCSAE are:

1. Promote. conduct and foster research, study and analysis and the collection
of data and statistics relating to athletic equipment, with a view to encouraging
the establishment of standards in the manufacture and use thereof for the
benefit of amateur athletics

2. Disseminate information and promote, conduct and foster other activities
designed to increase knowledge and understanding of the safety, comfort,
utility and legal aspects of athletic equipment

3. Provide a forum in which individuals and organizations may consult and cooper-
ate in considering problems which relate to athletic equipment

4. Do all of the foregoing exclusively for charitable, educational and scientific
purposes.

Charter members of NOCSAE include the following organizatioi
American College Health Association
National Athletic Trainers Association
National Collegiate Athletic Association
National Federation of State High School Associations
National Junior College Athletic Association
Sporting Goods Manufacturers Association
Sports Foundation

NOCSAE is an ongoing committee that plans to investigate school sports equip-
ment thoroughly with the intention of establishing standards that will make the
equipment as safe as possible for participants. The item currently under investigation
is the football helmet. The study to upgrade the safety of football helmets has
been going on since January 1971 at the Wayne State University School of Medicine
under the direction of Dr. Voigt R. Hodgson and his associate, Dr. L. M. Thomas.

NOCSAE determined that two approaches were necessary to accomplish standards
for football helmets dynamic testing and laboratory research. Dynamic testing,
which is defined as acceleration telemetry on .a regular football player, is a means
of recording the actual results of impacts under regular playing conditions. The
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laboratory research inVOlyes the use of animals, cadavers and other means applicable
to the problem.

The study consisted of three parts development and testing. ()I' a realistic head
model, football helmet drop tests using a metal head form and football helmet impacts
using human cadavers. To appreciate the degree of difficulty involved, it must be
understood that human testing was impossible because of nonreversible Hiury or
death while testing, Vet it' a helmet is to be judged for its ability to pro i it the
human head, the head model must be as true to life as possible.

Creation of a Realistic Head Model

Such a realistic head form was constructed by Dr. Hodgson from synthetic materi-
als which are similar to human characteristics in terms of weight, center of gravity
location, mass distributiim, skull rate and impact response. The head model is made
of a multipiece skull mold of silicon rubber. Brain and sinus cavity cores are suspended
by armatures inside the mobd over which self-skinning urethane liquid has been
poured into the void and solidified into a skull shape. Subsequent to dissolving
out the brain and sinus cavities, each was statistically tested for comparison to
previously tested human skulls.

A cast self-skinning urethane jaw was attached to the head mold, and the exterior
of the skull and face were built up with beeswax to the thickness of human skin.
A firm silicon rubber mold was made of the head. A vulcanizing silicon rubber
was then poured into the mold, making a rubber skin to extend over the skull.

unbelievable how lifelike the head model is.
Early in 1972 the new head form was ready for incorporation in the helmet stan-

dards tests. It had an impact response similar to that of the cadavers that were
tested and outperformed the more commonly used metal head form. Some of the
conclusions were as follows:

1. The new head form has static and dynamic response characteristics, weight
and mass distribution and a shape similar to the human head and therefore
is a suitable model on which human impact tolerance standards can be used
to evaluate the impact-attenuating performance of football helmets.

2. The realism of the head form permits more sophisticated measurements of
human injury such as pressure distribution on the head, intra-cranial pressure,
angular acceleration and neck forces.

3. The use of a realistic head form that is a sensitive index to human tolerance
of fracture and concussion permits life-like simulated testing to determine
at what energy level a helmet can safely attenuate below these limits. The
use of such a model is obviously superior to the present method of dropping
a crash helmet from higher and higher energy levels, the performance criteria
of which are unrelated to human tolerance levels.

4. In May 1972 the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration proposed
safety standards for motorcycle helmets that are to be effective March 1973.
The standards are based largely on the American National Standards Institute''s
specifications (Z-90.0 - 1971) for protective headgear for vehicular users. The
new standard would use the present Z-90 acceleration-time standards until
September 1971, at which time the requirements would be upgraded to require
that the impacts meet the higher performance levels of the proposed Head
Injury Criterion (HIC) of Federal Motor Safety Standard Number 208. Tests
of crash helmets Mid modified crash helmets for football use at the Wayne
State University lab revealed that whereas the HIC is based upon human
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concussion tolerance standards, the 1)1d z-90 standards are LAM to four times
higher than human tIlerance. This means that helmets which int pass the
Z-90 criteria %vill be far from passing the criteria adopted in 1071.

To insure confidence in the practical characteristics of testing football helmets
with a realistic heat] form, three complete drop test facility units have been built
with newly designed instrumentation, head models, drop carriages and control sys-
tems. One of the units has been shipped to the Riddell Manufacturing Company,
another to the Biomechanics Laboratory of Pennsylvania State University and the
third, which is already in operation, is at the Biomechanics Laboratory of the Depart-
ment of Netwosurgery, Wayne State University School of Medicine. It is hoped
that results will be forthcoming from these laboratories in 1973.

Testing with Metal Head Forms

Prior to the Wayne State project, testing was based mostly upon crash helmet
test procedures and rigid metal head forms. Laboratory tests revealed, however,
that a crash helmet could not handle repeated impacts because its working parts
are designed to self-destruct upon such impacts. The impact energy of a crash
helmet is attenuated and put into a controllable condition by breaking down the
helmet liner shell. After such impacts, the helmet can be reduced to 50 percent
efficiency and certainly no one would try re-using it. This would be as absurd as
having a race driver use tires with broken sidewall casings. Furthermore, a crash
helmet is designed to deal with the devastating effects of steel corners, glass edges
and the crushing weights of the vehicle and therefore most start working at a
much higher level than a football helmet.

It would seem quite reasonable to assume that two helmets are needed and must
be treated separately. In the NOCSAE study a representative group of helmets,
totaling 33, including 12 different types, were tested. Tests were done to the front,
side, rear and top of the head protectors. Both the best and worst helmets were
resilient padded, indicating that it can be misleading, for example, to lump together
in injury statistics a particular type of helmet made by different manufacturers.
The energy-absorbing characteristics of different types of resilient pads and the
method of designing the pad into the helmet greatly alter the impact-attenuating
performance of the helmet.

As of February 1973, all of the major helmets on the market had been tested
for impact-attenuating properties and the latest results can be summarized as follows:

There is a wide difference in performance of helmets. indicating a need for
upgrading standards to eliminate unsafe features of some helmets and to keep
other undesirable models off the market.
Design flaws or needed improvements were found in every helmet tested
in ale program.
The results stimulated manufacturers to improve their helmets after comparing
results with other types and brands and having for the first time an absolute
human tolerance criterion against which to gauge the performance of their
helmets.
The tests helped the researchers to formulate test methods, tailored to the
football environment, which are designed to upgrade poor helmets and based
upon human tolerance. Such test methods should he ready to use by 1973.
The problem of minimizing acceleration caused by an impact at a given location
on the head was found to he in the following order for all helmets: most in
the front and frontal boss and diminishing in order of rear, side and crown.
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Testing With Cadavers

Cadaver tests were conducted against rigid steel, synthetic turf and wet sand
surfaces to compare the metal head form with the NOCSAE head model and to
develop performance standard criteria in terms of head acceleration for one of the
most critical impact situations on the football field impact to the head against
hard turf. These results showed that the NOCSAE head model is suitable for testing
football helmets because, unlike the metal head form, it has static and dynamic
responses similar to the cadaver head.

It was found that, for the average helmet on the market today, a four-foot drop
of a cadaver head onto a synthetic turf with a rigid backing produces, on the front,
a level of acceleration which is considered to be at the concussion threshold. A
comparison of results of impact against the head of a seated human cadaver, a
dropped decapitated cadaver head, and full body cadaver drops showed conclusively
that the metal head form is not sufficiently resilient to restore itself to its original
shape after repeated impacts.

Observations of game films of the Detroit Lions and other teams indicate that
head injuries are caused by hard impact situations such as head to head, knee
to head, foot to head and unimpeded head impacts against hard turf. Simulations
of these severe impact conditions are being studied to determine how football helmets
can be designed to protect players from such impacts.

Conclusions drawn from tests with the cadavers include the following:
1, There are wide differences in the performances of helmets among the same

types, which reveals a need for standards that would remove unsafe helmets
from the market.

2. Cadaver impacts, along with a kinematics chart-concussion tolerance curve,
help to bracket the upper limit of head accelerations which can be reasonably
expected on the football field. (These are useful as a gauge in designing helmets.)

3. In determining safety standards for helmets it is necessary to test multiple
impacts at a high performance level because football is a multiple impact game
and most helmets that were tested showed a degradation of performance from
beginning to end.

4. Frontal impacts produce the highest acceleration at a given location on the
head, followed by the rear, side and top.

5. More extensive cadaver simulation of football impacts and model comparisons
are needed for finalizing performance standards.

6. The current design of helmets has reached the point where the majority of
the helmets provide concussion protection up to levels which are rarely
exceeded.

Impact of the Study

The impact of the study has been immediate. Manufacturers have been stimulated
to upgrade the performance of their helmets. In every case in which a helmet
tested poorly, the manufacturer corrected the product and resubmitted it for a
subsequent test. In all cases, the subsequent test showed that the product had
been improved, and did well in the second test.

Government agencies are now preparing to take standards actions in the field
of sport equipment. NOCSAE has apprised government leaders of the activities
of the NOCSAE research effort and progress in writing test method standards
as a result of this study. The Bureau of Product Safety, which will be responsible
for the safety of football helmets designed for elementary and junior high school
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students, has adopted a policy of insisting that when at In'oilliet is iliVolVe(1, a standard
must he written within 15(1 days by a voluntary standards group or the Bureau
will adopt a safety standard for then).

The results of the study will also undoubtedly lead to the participating schools
establishing helmet impact test standards in their football rules.

Future Studies

During 197:1, NDCSA I.; proposes to extend the above work. Several types of
necks including stiff, flaccid and segmented necks will be used in the study. Several
segmented necks have been developed by General Motors Research Labm.atories,
one of which is able to duplicate the motion of the human neck in hyperflesion
and another of which is able to stay within the envelope of human neck performance
for hyperextension, which is the most dangerous neck injury condition, Net
necks are expected to be available for use with the NO('SAE head model in an
exchange arrangena,nt. in the meantime, the effect or t he head model response
with either a stiff or flaccid neck will be investigated by measuring linear and
angular acceleration or brain distortion when the head model is subjected to impacts
from several directions and lines or action.

It' the test method for helmets is to be truly comprehensive and effective, More
information is required of the effect of various factors such as helmet weight, mass
moment of inertia of the helmet, pads on the exterior surface of the shell, face
mask. retention and collars on the response (If the head and neck to direct and
indirect impacts to t he head. An example of an indirect impact would be blind-siding
where the blow is to the Inuit' and the effect is transferred through the neck to
the head.

Other elements affecting the performance or a helmet which require study are:
11) reconditioning, (2) degradation or performance or anew helmet after a season's
play, (31 wet, hot and cold conditions, ellthaeic Of helmet shells for greater visibility,
Co the effect of the helmet's hardness and shape after a drop test. (Ii) the effect
of multiple impacts and what constitutes a reastmable number of multiple imiacts
(7) the effect or various helmet sizes on different sized heads and (S) cadaver simulation
of critical head-neck impact situations as determined by game injury film.

In the final analysis, NOCSArs intention is to establish minimum equipment
standards as nut of the rules of each sport by making recommendations which
the rules-making bodies of the various governing organizations might then incor-
porate into their playing rules.
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Obstacles in Setting.
Product Testing Standards

Chauncey A. 3Iorehouse
American Society for Testing and Materials

l'niversity Park, Pennsylvania

The problem of injury in sports has been a concern since the beginning of intercol-
legiate sports in colleges and universities in the latter part of the 1800s. Athletic
organizations such as the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) and the
National Federation of State High School Associations (NFSH A) have devoted con-
siderable effort to promoting and legislating for greater safety in sports. They have
done outstanding work in attempting to reduce injury in sports by modifying rules,
upgrading officiating and promoting greater equality of competition.

The mandatory use of ear protectors in wrestling and the regulation concerning
the length of cleats in tackle football are examples of recent activities in this direction.
Although institutions spend millions of dollars each year on equipment for competitive
sports, and game rules exist which require that certain protective equipment be
worn by players, only in the past four years has there been a cooperative effort
directed toward developing standards in protective equipment for sports.

One of the initial steps toward establishing standards was taken when the American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) organized its F-8 Committee on Protective
Equipment for Sports in 1969. Today this group is active in developing standards
for athletic equipment.

The ASTM is an independent organization which has been involved for more
than 75 years in establishing voluntary standards. Its activities were first concerned
with building materials such as steel, cement and electrical wiring. It is partly
because of ASTM -standards that consumers can go to a hardware store and replace
a nut lost from a bicycle. The threads of the bolt are standard. While there one
might also purchase a tube of glue for plastics to mend a tear in the vinyl upholstery
in the car. The consumer is not deeply concerned about its adhesive properties
because he has become accustomed to the protection offered by the ASTM standards
for adhesives. One could cite many other examples of consumer protection, for
the ASTM has over 100 technical committees and each year publishes 33 volumes
of standards for products ranging from structural steel to surgical thread for repairing
appendectomy incisions.
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There are basically two main types of standards compulsory and voluntary.
Compulsory standards are imposed upon both consumer and producer by legislative
bodies. The law requiring the installation of safety belts in automobiles and the
rule specifying the maximum length of football cleats are compulsory standards.

Voluntary standards, on the other hand, involve a mutual agreement among pro-
ducers and consumers. They are established and agreed upon only after two major
steps have been taken. First, a standard test method must be developed and the
details of its procedures described. Second, performance standards have to be estab-
lished which are mutually agreeable to both producers and consumers and which
are based on the best scientific evidence available. Only after the facts have been
gathered and the standards expressed in clear and concise language can one expect
that they will be accepted. Such procedures are complex even in highly technical
engineering fields where standard tests are widely used, testing equipment is avail-
able and the ultimate use of the product can be precisely defined.

Until recently, there have been few concentrated and coordinated investigations
in the field of protective equipment for sports,. despite the fact that many diverse
groups would benefit from the resulting conclusions. Using ASTM terminology,
persons who have an interest in such an endeavor can be classified into one of
three major areas: producers, consumers or general interest groups.

Producers consist of suppliers of raw materials, equipment manufacturers and
distributors of equipment, both wholesale and retail. Consumers include players
and coaches, team physicians and trainers, families of players anti athletic organiza-
tions.

The athletic organizations are national groups like the NCAA, the NFSHA and
the National Intercollegiate Athletic Association (NAIA) and regional and state
groups like the Eastern College Athletic Conference (ECAC), state high school
athletic associations anti :oeal conferences and leagues.

The general interest group includes individuals who are vitally interested in prob-
lems related to athletics. Included in this category are sports researchers, specialized
professional medical personnel such as orthopedic surgeons, and other sports
enthusiasts.

To establish standards for safety in athletic equipment, all of these groups must
become involved. Currently, the athletes and coaches are almost totally dependent
on equipment manufacturers to maintain quality and improve safety. Although it
appears that manufacturers do the best job they can, they have access to

themvery limited, unorganized feedback from coaches anti athletes to assist them in
their task. There is no organized information clearinghouse, which is essential if
effective standards are to be formulated.

Lack of essential information is the first of several obstacles to setting standards
for athletic equipment. There have been only very limited efforts on the part of
all interested parties to gather good data. Feedback from coaches to athletic goods
manufacturers has been very limited anti sporadic. Probably most feedback comes
from dissatisfied consumers or from direct requests by a commercial company search-
ing for advertising material. In most situations virtually no information is available.

The medical profession has only sparse data on human force tolerances of anatomical
structures such as ligaments, muscles and bones. An exception is the information
on sheer fractures of skeletal tissue resulting from the work of Frankel and Burstein
at the Biomechanics Laboratory of Case Western Reserve University. How can
standards be meaningful without the insertion of some quantitative values which
are realistic from the standpoint of human tolerances? The problem of human toler-
ances is further complicated by the fact that there is considerable variation due
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to age and body size. There is also a dearth of information on the impacts involved
during athletic competition, Such data are vital if meaningful standards for athletic
equipment are to be developed,

A second major obstacle to setting standards is the tack qt' standardized test
methods. If meaningful standards are to be written, test methods must be developed
which approximate the situation in which the equipment will eventually be used,
With regard to football helmets, for example, it test method was developed some
years ago as a basis for a standard for motorcycle crash helmets. This test involved
only a small number of impacts of very high velocity on the crown of the helmet,
which was mounted on a magnesium head form. Although this test has been used
as a starting point for a more refined test method, it is unsuited to the establishment
of football helmet standards. In football most impacts are of relatively low velocity,
are delivered to the sides and front of the head and are repeated frequently during
a game or practice. One should also recognize that the response characteristics
of a magnesium head form to an impact are quite different from those exhibited
by a human skull.

The com mercial viewpoint is a third obstacle to overcome in establishing standards.
Because of this country's free enterprise system and fierce competition in the athletic
goods manufacturing business, many secrets of manufacturing processes and raw
materials seem to be closely guarded. Companies capitalize on their advantages
and perhaps rightly so, for often the corporation has invested many hours and
relatively large amounts of resources in the form of money, personnel and equipment
to develop their products. Should they be expected to share their findings with
organizations that have made no attempt to research the basic performance
capabilities of their products? This is an extremely serious problem which will be
resolved only when commercial enterprises cooperate and collectively finance basic
research which has a direct bearing on the safety features of their products.

The fourth major deterrent to developing standards is the attitude of consumers.
A prevalent position of many coaches is that instant results must be achieved.
Perhaps this stems from being accustomed to immediate action which is usually
based on authoritative opinions. Adequate standards can never be developed on
such a basis. Yet input from interested consumers, particularly coaches, is needed
if effective athletic equipment standards are eventually to become a reality. No
agreement on voluntary standards can ever be reached unless there is give and
take between producers and consumers. Therefore, coaches and other consumers
must exercise some patience until sufficient information can be gathered and effective
standards written. Unless the coaches participate actively in standards development
sessions during this stage, the resulting standards are apt to be meaningless.

A final obstacle to writing standards is lack 4 continuity. Standards problemS
are new, and yet there are so many of them that it is quite logical for groups
to jump from one problem to another. For instance, when the F-8 Committee was
organized, there was great interest in developing a standard for football helmets,
probably because of previous interest in the establishment of standards for motorcycle
crash helmets. Soon, however, artificial turf became a subject of vital concern,
particularly since the hearing by the SubcomMittee of the U.S. Congressional Com-
mittee on Commerce and Finance in 1971. Currently there is considerable interest
in standards for ski bindings. Good standards are difficult to produce. Unless concen-
trated efforts are put forth by interested groups, adequate standards will never
be forthcoming.

In summary, it seems that three major problems must be solved if effective
standards for athletic equipment are to be written. First, there is a lack of knowledge
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which can be inercome only by increased scientific research in this area. To alleviate
this problem, research should be conducted hy commemial companies, athletic in.gani-
zations, and college and tiniersit,v athletic departments, Second, such research

require financial support. ConlinlnieS, national and regional athletic organizations
and athletic departments must be willing to provide such support on a cooperative
basis for the benefit I If a11. yinany, an concerned groups must r,.
cooperation. They must put aside the idea of being the giutrilians of special knowledge
and secrets where safety is concerned, When physical injury or accidents are at
stale there can no longer be any unshaved secrets,

A long, hard jouney lies ahead fiu the development of standards, but none of
the problems is 51/great that it cannot be solved when all interested parties cooperate.
Although there is much work to he (lone, the effort IS WortlIWIlile if the final result
is greater safety in sports.

Young people who participate in athletics are entitled to the maximum safety
which current expertise can provide. This is the fundamental purpose for the estab-
lishment of standards for athletic equipment.
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The Purchaser's Dilemma

Glenn M. Smith
17nicernity of Wisconsin

LaCrosse, Wisconsin

What chance does the consumer have? Some believe that the forerunners
of the typical Madison Avenue public relations man were the representatives of
sporting goods manufacturers. According to them, every marketable item is better
in its class and price range than any similar article maim fact a red by competitive
companies. Take a catalog and read the descriptions of a company's $15.95 shoulder
pad and its $43.95 model.

My objective is to attempt to raise some provocative questions for manufacturer
and consumer alike. I surveyed 15 physical education teachers and 21 athletic coaches
from 19 states to solicit information from consumers about possible problem areas
that could affect the safety of participants as well as cause inconvenience to
purchasers. Following are reports of their unsatisfactory experiences with sportihg
goods manufacturers.

Irresponsibility by a manufacturer was cited by the purchaser of a mat for free
exercise and wrestling. The specifications required a mat -12' x 12' x I". When
the mat arrived, it measured 41'1" x 41'3" x 1". The border markings of the mat
were to outline the official area of 391i" x 3911"; they were actually 38'10" x WS".
Fu rthermore. although the mat was ordered June 2( and the manufacturer's rep-
resentative accepted the 30-day delivery date as specified. it did not arrive until
October 4. The purchasing agent for the school was notified immediately of the
mat's defects and agreed that it was unacceptable. He notified the vendor on October

that the mat was being refused and asked that a company representative inspect
the product. No one was sent and the mat was returned collect.

A new mat was ordered from a different company on October 27 and arrived
November 21. Instead of the 30 days originally specified, an acceptable mat was
finally delivered 14-1 days later. One's response may well be, "The mat should have
been ordered from the latter company initially." Picture a neophyte attempting
to determine which is better ensolite, resolite, panelite, extralite or actionite.
Whichis best? Have laboratory tests been made? It is not certain whether this
delay precipitated any injuries, but it is safe to assume that an aging mat was
to be replaced or sent to a "B" team or a junior high school. Regardless of the
level, someone had to improvise or do without a mat for several months. Inevitably,
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problems involving safety occur with delays such as this. With Ralph Nader investiga-
ting, how long could sonic of the competitive industries survive using these kinds
of tactics? What recourse does the consumer have when he makes a purchase in
good faith?

The most common complaint of the school and college personnel surveyed was
the failure of companies to deliver supplies and equipment on the agreed-upon target
date. My first reaction was to discount this complaint as a safety hazard since
the majority referred to uniforms. However, my opinion changed when one high
school coach explained that his game uniforms were in such poor condition that
portions of the pads were explsed. He said that he had placed an early order,
well within the manufacturer's advertised dates for guaranteeing delivery prior
to the beginning of the football season.

A California athletic director stated. "We have had to continue to advance our
order dates beyond the minimums established by the manufacturers. We find we
must now allow 90 days for hard goods and 180 days for soft." A Minnesota coach
wrote, The greatest failure to meet a deadline occurred when we bought some
shoulder pads on an off-season close-out that were supposedly sitting on the shelf
in the winter and we did not get them until midway through the football season.
This inefficiency caused us to use pads that would have been reconditioned had
we not been certain our new ones would be here. We had five shoulder injuries,
losing two boys for the season. We should have sued."

More serious accusations concern the breakdown of protective gear despite com-
panies' claims that their products are of superior quality. One college coach faults
a well-known company's $41.95 shoulder pads, indicating that the plastic, tapered
arch piece is subject to cracking just below the clavicle. He followed with a blast
at ads for helmets that boast of the finest suspension but fail to mention that the
hats are unpadded, resulting in lacerations. He pointed out that a well-known center
required plastic surgery on his forehead after the last football season to remove
a quarter-inch indentation in his forehead caused by repeated lacerations from his
helmet. Another college coach cited a continuing problem of helmets cracking and
accompanied this with the strangest story of the survey. He purchased the most
expensive girdle pad and, after two or three weeks, the top of the extended kidney
pad tended to roll inward, causing chafing and discomfort. His players solved the
problem by removing the faulty pads and replacing them with knee pads. He
said, "I know this sounds ridiculous, but I ordered several dozen extra knee pads
for next season."

A high school coach stated, "The clear plastic face mask should be outlawed,
They break when they become cold." Another coach indicated that such a mask
did shatter in cold weather, imbedding a jagged piece in the upper cheek of one
of his players and missing the right eye by a half inch. He referred to the masks
as "shoddy and dangerous, but the catalog description sounds as if they are one
of the best."

A baseball coach who had ordered shin guards for his catcher wrote, "They
were due in March, arrived May 1, and the season ended May 12. After going
through most of the schedule with patched up shin guards, I was very disappointed
to finally receive them and discover they were not what I ordered. They would
not go around my catcher's legs. In fact, they appeared to be sized for junior high
or kiddie league play. I ordered the best and received the worst. We are not a
large school or account, but surely we deserve better treatment than this. We
will try a different company next year."

Football helmets constitute a weapon. Legal spearing has become a crushing
offensive weapon. The helmet must he padded or cushioned: otherwise the progress
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made in improved safety for the blacker is more than offset by the damage done
to the blockee. This report was received from a California high school coach.

A physical education teacher in Texas said, "The fiberglass rails on our new
parallel bars are dangerous when the students' hands perspire. We hail more injuries
in the two months we had the new piece than we have had in the last five years
combined. We took it out of action after two months. The company we bought
it from will not refund our money, so we are stuck with a translucent elephant."

An Ohio coach wrote, "I am tired of sales personnel pushing an item because
the Cleveland Browns use it, That doesn't mean a damn thing to me, I want to
know it' it's safe, has proper fit and will meet the needs of the boys at my school,
not the pro athlete. The elastic underarm straps and protective trim on the flaps
of the shoulder pads caused them to shift. The flaps have sharp, cutting edges,
causing some painful injuries when blocking and tackling."

From a New Jersey coach: "Reconditioning football and athletic gear is a farce.
They claim to do such a good job, but they just polish and clean enough to cover.
the trouble areas. We get back a piece of gear that looks good and smells nice
but can actually be unsafe."

A complaint was received indicating. that American shoe manufacturers are no
longer competitive with foreign companies. An industry representative who agreed,
stated that the American football shoe last has not been changed in about 25 years.
Finances have driven many coaches to Japanese and European football and track
shoes, even though these lasts were not developed for American boys' feet. Concern
was expressed for the possible crippling of athletes who wear improperly fitted
shoes several hours a day over an 8- to 10-year period.

Some companies manufacturing such items as weight machines and lockers develop
new models and immediately cease stocking replacement parts for their former
products. The purchasers of this expensive equipment improvise in an attempt to
keep it operable and frequently create hazardous conditions for lack of a three
or four dollar cable assembly or a striker bar. Could the manufacturers of such
items as automobiles, television sets and washing machines survive if they did not
continue to make and stock parts for their older models?

In researching this topic, I was very encouraged at the degree of concern for
the participants' safety by both consumers and manufacturers. The various commit-
tees and commissions studying problem areas and minimal standards deserve high
commendation. The depth of their studies is laudable. Although the various organiza-
tions sharing mutual interests and concerns have, at times, worked independently
and duplicated efforts, fortunately there appears to be a trend toward coordination.
As a note of caution for groups working on the safety aspects of sports equipment,
I quote from the minutes of one of the national commissions: "The results of the
tests were not made known, but were referred hack to the individual manufacturer."
Unless research groups want the committees attempting to establish standards
to work in the dark, the results of tests must be shared. When a problem develops
in a particular model of automobile, there is a public announcement. The consumers
of sports equipment deserve nothing less.

The consumer should purchase equipment from reputable firms that he knows
will stand back of their products. He should buy brand name merchandise of good
quality and change only after he has tried a less expensive product under similar
conditions and found it to give comparable protection. This Congress should establish
a simple instrument for reporting faulty equipment, false claims for products or
unethical conduct by manufacturers' representatives. The Congress should appoint
a committee on standards with appropriate representation from manufacturers, pro-
fessional teachers, coaches and medical personnel. I would urge an amalgamation
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of the various committees and commissions researching our problems and the estab-
lishment of a national standards board with authorization to enforce minimal safety
standards, It is much better for us to rid ourselves of the "drop shipment," basement
boys than to have an external agency do it for us.

Manufacturers should establish a strong watchdog committee with authorization
to constantly review questionable conduct and claims or the industry and its represen-
tatives. Wouldn't it be a boon to the entire industry to have its own bureau of
standards with growing prestige as consumers recognized its seal of approval as
a sign of quality? The bureau could insist on product testing and establish minimal
standards. before releasing any new or changed items as approved by the bureau.
Manufacturers could protect the legitimate representatives and salesmen from the
marginal operators who are invading the field in increasing numbers. They could
police their own ranks and rid themselves of manufacturers' representatives who
obtain a second and third company's related but noncompetitive line while ostensibly
representing the parent company.

A strong code of ethics should be adopted with enforcement authorization delegated
to a representative hoard. In the limited survey previously cited, many res,pondents
alluded to ethical problems. For example, it was suggested that price shaving be
eliminated and gifts to purchasers be strongly opposed. Certainly we are aware
of the vigorous opposition to dealers agreeing to shipping deadlines which they
know cannot he met. Catalogs should be revised and descriptions should clr9rly
indicate possible inadequacies of less expensive items as opposed to the top oi the
line. Companies developing new models of equipment with movable parts should
be required to stock replacements for a minimum number of years.

Although some of these recommendations are already in progress, an increased
effort to achieve and expand these objectives should be made. Consumers are tired
of waiting. Consumer research commissions are broadening their responsibilities
at the state and federal levels and could reach our discipline if public demands
are not hushed. In November 1972 the American Medical Association voted to support
peer review. We can wait no longer to adopt a similar approach to provide the
best protection possible for all sports participants.
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EDUCATIONAL STANDARDS IN
SPORTS MEDICINE



The Education of Sports Physicians

Allan .1. Ryan. M.D.
l'niversity of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin

In the United States there is no nationally recognized standard of accreditation
for the specialization of sports medicine. The subject is not taught as a special
branch of medicine in medical schools, and in many it is never even referred to.
The only formal medical school course that I am aware of is an elective in the
fourth year at the University of Wisconsin Medical School. There are no internships
and residencies in sports medicine, although in at least one medical school some
residents are being involved for part of their training in a type of perceptorship
in this area.

Perhaps one reason for the lack of such programs is that there has been difficulty
in defining the area of knowledge and practice 'ncompassed in the term sports
medicine. I have had physical educators, physiologists, physical therapists, athletic
trainers, coaches and others ask whether they could take a course in sports medicine
with me. I would define sports medicine as an area of special interest which is
part of the practice of medicine. Both the content and application cut across the
fields of the professionals mentioned above, as well as sociology, psychology, history
and other disciplines.

The field of sports medicine includes medical supervision of athletes and sportsmen,
the prescription and supervision of physical education and exercise for the hand-
icapped, and the use of sports and exercise as a means of therapy and disease
prevention. Medical supervision of sportsmen should be taken in a broad sense
to include all who might consult a physician regarding their sports interest and
participation. The prescription of special physical education requires close coopera-
tion with the physical education specialist. Exercise prescriptions for the prevention
and treatment of disease require the active collaboration of the exercise physiologist.
The physician applies his medical orientation to their expertise.

How is the interest of physicians and others involved in sports medicine being
catered to in the United States? Other than by the course and preceptorship training
previously mentioned, the demand is being met to a limited extent by one- to three-
day meetings organized by medical societies, medical schools or other medical bodies
such as the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons. These meetings are devoted
primarily to demonstrations and lectures which include a broad spectrum of topics
dealing mainly with the medical supervision of athletes. Some are organized as
formal postgraduate courses with a substantial tuition charge: others are open to
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the public free of charge or with a nominal fee. Conferences which deal with exercise
as a preventive and therapeutic mode are ordinarily organized separately from those
which deal with supervision of athletes. Coaches, trainers, physical educators, exer-
cise physiologists and others are generally welcome to attend these meetings and
courses. Many are attended by medical students and house staff if they are held
at or near university hospitals.

Since there is no standardization of these conferences and courses, the subjects
vary widely but tend to cluster around the more popular and critical topics, such
as knee injuries and the prevention of heat illness, to the neglect of equally important
but less attractive topics such as prevention and treatment of ankle sprains; diagnosis
and management of low back pain, shin splints and stitch in the side; 'treatment
of muscle spasms, sinus infections and ear problems in swimmers; and management
of chronic and recurring tendonitis. A person may attend a number of such meetings
and hear the same subjects presented by different speakers over and over again.
Persons and institutions presenting such programs on an annual basis face the chal-
lenge of making each year's offerings different enough to attract those who return
regularly, and at the same time covering the key subjects for those attending for
the first time.

Who are the sports physicians in the United States? The great majority are
engaged in private medical practice, ranging from general or family practitioners
to those as highly specialized as ophthalmologists. They are involved chiefly in
the care of high school athletes, either as team or personal physicians. A smaller
number work in college or university health services and deal with intramural,
club and intercollegiate athletes. A still smaller group work with professional athletes
or serve public recreational facilities such as ski areas. This is in contrast to the
situation in Europe, South America, Asia and Africa where the control of amateur
sports is a function of the state and the physician is a full-time state employee
in this field. Most physicians engaged in the prescription of exercise for the prevention
or amelioration of chronic disease or as therapy are cardiologists or physiatrists,
More and more, however, physicians in private practice of general or internal
medicine are being asked by their patients for recommendations about participation
in sports and exercise.

What is the best background for a physician who wishes to devote most or all
of his time to sports medicine? First, he should be someone who knows and loves
sports. Previous personal participation in sports at any level of competition is highly
desirable since it is difficult to understand the feelings of a sports competitor without
the experience of having been one. A genuine love for sports is necessary to overcome
feelings of frustration and impatience with many of the things that happen or are
common practices in sports.

Second, he should understand physical education. The relationship between physi-
cal education and competitive sports should be a close one, but it is not always
so. A sports physician should understand the factors involved in teaching and learning
sports skills, including the scientific basis for motor development and kinesiology.
Otherwise he may be unable to diagnose how certain situations develop acutely
or chronically in certain athletes, and what the best means to avoid or correct
them might be.

Third, he should have an interest in and understanding of exercise physiology.
It is difficult to understand the many different programs of training and conditioning
proposed and followed today unless one is thoroughly familiar with fundamental,'
of muscle physiology and development, cardiopulmonary potential and response to
exercise, and nutritional requirements for physical activity. The physician is in
a poor position to advise athletes if he does not have this knowledge.
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With regard to previous medical experience, a background of family practice
or general practice is by far the best. Approximately three-quarters of the problems
which athletes present to sports physicians are not traumatic in origin, and many
are more of a psychological than a physiological nature. The basic need in the medical
supervision of sportsmen is for a primary care physician. A general surgeon has
an excellent background for this type of work, since he is usually somewhat better
qualified to manage the acute traumas, especially those which require suturing.
If he plans to devote himself to sports medicine, he may, however, have to cut
back on other phases of his surgical practice in order to be available when needed.

The role of the orthopedic surgeon should be that of a consultant. He should
not have to perform routine physical exams, advise on training and conditioning,
counsel athletes and coaches, or treat nontraumatic illness or even many of the less
serious acute and chronic traumatic conditions. Rather he should test traumatic
conditions requiring his technical expertise, especially in surgical treatment, and
maintain his skills by carrying on his orthopedic practice. There may be some advan-
tage from a diagnostic standpoint to having an orthopedist present during competition
in sports where the risk of major bone or joint injury is high, but only in the
role of consultant.

The pediatrician has a natural interest in the medical supervision of children
engaged in sports up to age 12, and many of them are involved with teams in
the younger age groupings. The typical pediatrician, however, has little time to
devote to athletic teams because of other pressures of his practice. A growing
specialty field related to pediatrics is adolescent medicine. The relatively few physi-
cians who have entered this field so far have been heavily committed to private
and clinic practice and it is too soon to say whether their numbers will increase
to a point where they may be a significant factor in health care of athletes.

Physicians in other specialized fields are also involved in the medical supervision
of athletes, usually as consultants. With the increasing participation of girls and
women in sports it might be expected that some gynecologists will enter this field.

What should a training course in sports medicine include? It should include didactic
instruction and opportunities for practical experience in working with sports teams
and individual athletes. The subjects should include: (1) physical qualification of
athletes for sports practice and competition, (2) physiology and pathology of athletic
training and conditioning, (3) proper nutrition for all ranges of physical activity,
(4) psychology of sports competition, (5) sociology of sports, (6) epidemiology of
sports injury, (7) prevention of illness and injury in sports, (8) pathology. of sports
injury and (9) rehabilitation following sports injury. Practical experience should
include seeing athletes in the office, in the training room and on the practice field
or court. The student should attend competitions under the supervision of his pre-
ceptor, progressing to independent responsibility for sports teams both at home
and away.

The subject matter included under the nine major topics cannot he found entirely
in formal courses in any university. certain areas can be found in courses at depart-
ments of physical education and at medical schools. Generally seminars relating
to these topics have to be organized from scratch, utilizing whatever university
personnel may have to contribute, usually under the direction of the program coor-
dinator for sports medicine.

How long would it take to educate a physician in this field with such a curriculum?
For five years (1967-1972) such a course was taught at the University of Wiscon-
sinMadison. Ten physicians completed the course, which covered eight months
(September to May). They were given certificates by the University indicating
the nature and extent of their training. The course was offered under the Medical
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Exter..ion Division of the university with the cooperation of the School of Education,
the Athletic. Department, the U erSity Health Service and the Medical School,
During their stay at the university ail but one of these physicians were einployed
On it half-tilt) e basis in the University Health Service where they (lid a great deal
of their practical work. They worked with all the intercollegiate and many of the
club sports teams.

What has happened to those who took this course? Today all but one are actively
engaged in sports medicine full-time or part-time The other physician is taking,
training in rehabilitation medicine but intends to keep up his interest in and practice
of ,ports medicine upon completion of his residency. Unfortunately, only 2 of the
10 were from the United States; both of these physicians are working full-time
in university health services, Two or the foreign -born physicians have decided to
practice in the t..7 nit ed States.

What is the future outlook for the training of physicians in sports medicine in
this country? There is apparently little demand for it full-time fellowship or preceptor-
ship training extensive enough to provide it complete background in the theory
and practice of this specialty. For this reason primarily, the eight-month program
at the University of Wisconsin has been discontinued. We are preparing now to
test whether physicians are interested enough to devote two weeks to an intensive
training program in sports medicine, comprising about SO hours of instruction, to
be offered at Wisconsin in June 1973. A major disadvantage of such it course is
that it lacks the opportunity for practical experience in working with intercollegiate
teams in a variety of commonly practiced sports. However, by condensing the presen-
tation of the materials, offering selected reading lists in preparation for the course,
and following up with additional materials and suggestions to those ito attend,
the other major course objectives may be met.

If this effort is unsuccessful in attracting enough physicians to make it worthwhile,
we shall have to continue to depend on the one- to three-day offerings, the growing
periodical literature and the textbooks and monographs devoted to this specialty.
The demand for qualified persons in the field continues to grow steadily, however,
and I do not think that it can he satisfied for very long with halt' measures.
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A Certified Curriculum in
Athletic Training

Otho Davis
National Athletic. Trainers Association

Baltimore, ,Maryland

Although there is art work which attests to the on-the-spot tending of athletes
by their trainers as far back as the ancient Greeks and Romans, the modern trainer
who cares for athletes is a complex individual of many and varied talents. Early
trainers were little more than rubdown experts and water carriers. Today, most
trainers are college graduates and many hold postgraduate degrees. But this change
did not occur overnight; a long process of development brought about the professional
athletic trainer of today. Even in the late thirties and early forties, athletic training,
as we know it today, was almost unknown.

The need for accelerated conditioning of young men in the preflight programs
of the armed forces in World War II produced a new class of conditioners, or trainers.
These men could well be called the fathers of modern athletic training. They conducted
organized programs of physical fitness and worked with physicians in treating injuries
sustained by the men in the preflight programs.

In 1950 the National Athletic Trainers Association (NATA) was formed in Kansas
City, Missouri. The organization cited as its objectives:

Advance, encourage and improve the athletic training profession in all phases
and promote a better working relationship among those persons interested
in the problems of training.
Develop the ability of each of its members.
Serve the common interest of its members by providing a means for free
exchange of ideas within the profession.
Enable the members to become better acquainted personally through casual
good fellowship.

Today this organization boasts a membership of over 2,200 of which more than
800 are certified athletic trainers. To be a certified athletic trainer, one must fulfill
NATA's standards of competence and pass an examination consisting of three sections

written, clinical and oral.
How does one meet the requirements to become an athletic trainer? There, too,

many changes have taken place. In the early days of collegiate athletics very few
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people knew much about athletic training. Colleges did not offer instruction to prepare
individuals for, this career. Young people who aspired to learn about the profession
worked with older trainers who had gathered their knowledge through personal
experience. This student-teacher ratio of one-to-one had a distinct disadvantage:
too few young people were being prepared to do the work of a qualified athletic
trainer. The supply could not meet the demand. This shortage caused colleges to
develop programs to prepare individuals for careers in athletic training. In the
United States there are currently 15 undergraduate programs for men and 3 for
women: two universities offer graduate programs in athletic training. NATA has
developed a curriculum which is updated annually for students desiring careers
as certified athletic trainers, NATA's certification and basic eurricular requirements
appear on pages 41-44 of this article.

Athletic trainers serve in a dual capacity. They are the liaison between athletic
and medical personnel in the program. A good athletic trainer will work with under-
standing with every type of young athlete and cooperate fully with coaches and
team physicians. He must be in every sense of the word the expert 'psychologist"
in many circumstances. He should be able to administer tactfully to the needs of
the stubborn or egocentric as easily as to the good-natured and mature.

An athletic trainer should possess vigorous good health to meet the demands
of time and energy required by his job. He must be able to make calm decisions
under extreme pressure, having the confidence in his own abilities that athletic
training requires. This same confidence is thus instilled in the athletes under his
care. In the same manner, he should have courage and persistence to help the
injured overcome their disabilities. Self-discipline is important in moments of crisis
or anger. A sense of humor may be one of the most useful qualities, as well as
a keen interest in athletics and athletes.

In addition to the actual classwork suggested and the personality traits mentioned,
a good trainer must know protective equipment, its proper fitting and best
application. He should be an expert in the application of adhesive tape for many
different purposes. He must know weight training, exercises and diets. He should
make himself thoroughly familiar with all facets of athletic medicine and first aid
so that he can recognize an injury and properly care for the athletes. He must
keep informed of the latest methods for treatment and prevention of athletic injuries,
knowing the proper use of all physical therapy modalities. Accurate records of injuries
and treatments are vital to a good athletic trainer. The athletic trainer may also
be called upon to develop a conditioning program for athletes.

There is an undeveloped realm in the profession which looks- bright for people
interested in becoming athletic trainers. Vast possibilities exist for high school
trainers, as there are over 14.000 high schools engaging in football and over 19.000
high schools participating in basketball. There is a current shortage of certified
athletic trainers to care for high school athletes. Because the better trained and
qualified person secures the better position, persons who want to enter the profession
should select courses and experiences advantageous to them for job possibilities.

In 1971 Texas passed a law licensing athletic trainers to practice in the state
and identifying training as a legally recognized profession with specific qualifications
and standards which are required in order to practice. This law is the first of its
kind in the United States; however, other legislative action is anticipated as a result
of this law. It is the intent of the Texas law to ensure the competency and qualifications
of the people hired to practice the prevention and care of injuries to young athletes.

The relationship between the athletic trainer and team physician cannot be stressed
enough. The trainer works very closely with and under the supervision of the physi-
cian so that a good rapport is essential for an effective training program.
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Ne\ phases or athletics demand improved equipment and protection rm. athletes.
The acidotic procession should be constantly aware of the curriculum and
requirements that need revision or improvement. The demand for high quality care
for athletes is expected to increase in the future. As one stives to exec.) to uth)ctic
training, he must remember that his professional success should not be measures!
b, financial standards but by the zsccomplislummts and satisfactions gained through
serving the needs of his fello%v inim.
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National Athletic Trainers Association
Procedure for Certification

To become certified as an athletic trainer by the National Athletic Trainers Associa-
tion, an individual must meet the requirements in one of the following Sections I, 11,
III or IV. ',,/italtficuliot+ (r1 ,1101'r Man one sectiat is not required.

Section I .4th/F lic trainers actively cu/aged Iv; the profession This section
deals with athletic trainers actively engaged within the profession but not
yet certified.

The NATA definition of "actively engaged" is as follows:
A person who is on a salary basis (no fee) employed by an educational institution,

professional athletic organization, or other bona fide athletic organization for the
duration of the institution's school year or for the length of the athletic organization
season and who performs the duties of athletic trainer as a major responsibility of his
employment or whose responsibility is the teaching,- in 0 NATA approved athletic
training curriculum is actively engaged in athletic training.

A person may become certified by:
1. Proof of five years of athletic training experience, beyond that a student

athletic trainer on On undergraduate level (effective July 1, 1975
2. Passing an examination which includes the basic principles of athletic training
a. Prmif of graduation from an accredited fiat!. year college or university
4. By presentation ail letter of recommendation from an NATA certified athletic

tai nee
5. By presentation of a letter of recommendation by his acting team physician

Proof of two years of conti»uous active membership in NATA immediately prior
to application for certification

Athletic trainers actively engaged in the profession should be encouraged to con-
tinue their education toward an advanced degree and/or certificate in an AMA ap-
proved allied health profession. (Programs leading to certification as a physical
therapist, orthopedic assistant, medical assistant, etc.) These individuals should
attend workshops in advanced techniques in athletic medicine approved and/or spon-
sored by the AMA, APTA, ACSM. NATA and other accredited organizations.

Section If Students I/O) hare graduated .from an approved undergraduate or
graduate p)'rwrmo, who have met the following criteria:

1. Cmnpletiou iIthe .V..4 T..4 a pprored athletic 1 raining ell um requirements,
and proof of a Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university

2. Have spent a minimum of two years under the direct supervision of NATA
approved supervisors

a. Passed an examinathm which includes basic principles of athletic training
4. Proof' .of two years of continuous Active or Student membership in NATA

immediately prior to application for certification.
Athletic trainer's certified in Section II should also be c»couraged to continue their

education toward an advanced degree and/or certificate in an AMA Allied Health
Profession and other activities mentioned in Section No. I.

Section III Physical therapy degree graduate Physical therapy graduates may
he awarded certification provided they meet the following requirements:

1. A minimum of two years experience in athletic training, beyond that as a
student athletic trainer on a secondary school level, under direct NATA ap-
proved supervision.
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2. Proof of a Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university
3. By the passing. of a required examination which includes basic principles of

athletic training
4. Proof of two years of continuous active or student membership in NATA

immediately prior to application for certification.
Athletic trainers certified under Section III should be encouraged to continue their

education toward an advanced degree and other activities mentioned in Section No. 1.

Section IV Appreuticesh Students of athletic training may qualify for certifica-
tion by:

1. On the job training (minimum 1,800 hours) under direct supervision of a cer-
tified NATA member
Passed an examination which includes basic principles of athletic training

3. Proof of a Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university
. By presentation of a letter of recommendation by his NATA immediate super-

visor
5. By presentation of a letter of recommendation by his acting team physician
(I. Proof of two years of continuous active or student membership in NATA

immediately prior to application for certification.
Students who complete the apprenticeship program should be encouraged to con-

tinue their education toward an advanced degree and/or certificate in an AMA Allied
Health Profession and other activities mentioned in Section I.

Section V Special consideration Any member who has passed an athletic training
course or presents evidence of successful completion of an NATA ap-
proved workshop for credit and has satisfied the requirements for a state
teaching license with at least a minor in Physical Education and/or Health
Education may be endorsed as a secondary school athletic trainer.

All NATA Athletic Trainers should be encouraged to continue their education
toward an advanced degree and/or certificate of an AMA approved allied health
profession and other activities mentioned in Section I.

Endorsement may be extended to full certification when requirements of any other
section are met. Application for full certification must be initiated within five years of
initial endorsement or endorsement shall be terminated.
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Basic Curriculum Requirements

In the NATA approved program of education, the athletic trainer should be encour-
aged to act as liaison with the departments of physical education and student health.
The program includes a major study in physical education and necessary courses
required by the states for a teaching license. Also entered M the degree program are
prerequisites for entry to schools of physical therapy as suggested by the American
Physical Therapy Association. The basic minimal requirements as rom, mended by
NATA are as follows:
I. A major study including teaching license in physical education and/or health

education variable by states
A. Total of 24 semester hours in laboratory physical, biological and social

sciences
1. Biology zoology (anatomy and physiology) S hours
2. Physics and./or chemistry 6 hours
3. Social sciences (at least (i hours in psychology) 10 hours

B. Electives strongly advised
1. Additional biological and social sciences
2. Physical education such as group activities and dancing
3. Hygiene
4. Speech.

IL Specific, required courses (if not included. in I, these must be added)
A. Anatomy one or more courses which will include human anatomy
B. Physiology circulation, respiration, digestion, excretion, nerve, brain

and sense organs
C. Physiology of Exercise
D. Applied Anatomy and Kinesiology the muscles; emphasis on their

function in and development for spe(4fic activities
E. Laboratory Physical Science 6 semester hours in physics and/or

chemistry
F. Psychology one advanced course beyond the basic general psychology

course
G. First Aid and Safety minimum Advanced Red Cross First Aid Certifi-

cation
H. Nutrition and Foods

1. Basic principles of nutrition
2. Basic diet and special diet

I. Remedial Exercise, Therapeutic Exercise, Adapted Exercise or Correc-
tive Exercise exercise for atypical and/or both temporary and perma-
nent handicaps

J. Personal, Community and School Health
K. Techniques of Athletic Training basic general course (acceptable

course for all coaches)
L. Advanced Techniques of Athletic Training

1. Special course for athletic training candidates with full academic back-
ground

2. Laboratory practices (6 semester hours credit or two years equivalent
work of 600 clock hours).

III. Recommended courses
A. General Physics
B. Pharmacology specific side effects of drugs
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('. flistology tissues and methods ()I' studying them
I). Pathol«y laboratory s' tidy or in pathological condition
E. (lrgani.ittion and Administration of Health and Physical Education Pro-

grams
Psychology of Coaching
Poachin Techniques
I, Highly rt.)conum.)»dcd tiuotbalt, basket ball track coaching tech-

courses
2. Also recominctided courses in bascball, soccer, restling and pre-)

I'vrroil sports by yogniphie areas,
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ATHLETIC INJURY REPORTING



Sport Injuries Reporting:
Methodology and Design

Carl S. Blyth
Frederick Mueller

University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, ,North Carolina

Football injuries have always been accepted as a by-product of participation in
the game, even though many of these injuries can be prevented. Many hypotheses
for the cause of injuries and their prevention have been developed but none has
been adequately tested. Because of this situation, the North Carolina High School
Football Study was initiated.

This study, conducted at the University of Noeth Carolina, is the first attempt
to apply accepted research design techniques to an increasing health problem in
schools. For the first time in athletic medicine research, data will reveal the difference
between injured and noninjured participants.

Many studies have dealt with the problem of athletic injuries but most of them
have been primarily descriptive and have not related such factors as protective
equipment or coaching experience to athletic injuries. Gordon's classic paper in
1949 firSt suggested epidemiological analysis, similar to the procedure used in study-
ing infectious and chronic disease, for use in accidental injury analysis (1). Haddon
conducted an epidemiological study on skiing injuries at Mount Snow, Vermont
and was able to point out two groups, beginners and females, as having high injury
rates (2). There have been no such studies in tackle football, but Kraus conducted
an epidemiological investigation of intramural touch football injuries at the University
of Minnesota in 1967 (3). This study was important in demonstrating that epidemiolog-
ical methods can he used in the area of sports injuries.

The North Carolina High School Football Study was condticted in the state's
public schools from August 1968 to May 1973. The study population was a stratified
cluster sample of student athletes from 43 North Carolina high schools, selected
from the :347 schools fielding teams. The random sample was stratified to include
small rural schools, consolidated rural schools and larger urban schools.

Collection of data included four separate areas: 1) demographic data on all members
of the study population, 2) objective data on protective equipment on all members
of the study population, 3) data on members of the study population who were
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injured each football season and 4) data concerning background and experience
of the schools' coaches.

Demographic data were obtained through a guided interview with each athlete
and included information on age, race, height, weight, history of football trauma,
medical examination, playing experience and other personal characteristics. Data
on personal protective equipment were obtained by visiting each school during prac-
tice and examining each boy to record information on make, model, fit, condition
and wearing habits with respect to each piece of protective equipment.

Information on injuries was obtained by direct interview. An investigator visited
a select number of schools at least once each week, beginning during early practice
and continuing to the end of the season. At that time he interviewed any players
who had been injured since his last visit. For the purposes of the study, an injury
was defined as one which occurred as a result of participation in an organized football
program at the high school level and which either received medical treatment or
resulted in restriction of the player's usual activity for one day beyond the day
of injury.

Information on the coaches was obtained through a questionnaire completed at
the coach's leisure. The purpose was to study the relationship of the players' injuries
to the certification, teaching, coaching and playing experience of their coaches,
with a view toward reducing the severity and frequency of these injuries through
a better understanding of the coaches' role in injury prevention.

In addition to the North Carolina Football Study, the Annual Survey of Football
Fatalities is compiled at the University of North Carolina. The study was initiated
in 1931 by the American Football Coaches Association (AFCA) to make football
a safer and more enjoyable sport. Its cosponsors are AFCA, the National Collegiate
Athletic Association and the National Federation of State High School Athletic
Associations.

Throughout the year, upon notification of a suspected football fatality, immediate
contact is made with appropriate officials. The data collecting forms are returned
and in many cases include cover letters giving additional information. At the conclu-
sion of the football season, this information is compiled into an annual report and
made available for distribution. The report is sponsored by AFCA. It includes infor-
mation on the number of fatalities directly related to football, age of players, activity
engaged in, part of body involved and specific location of the injuries.

Because of this survey, football has realized many benefits regarding rule changes
and improvement of equipment. A few specific results are: 1) high school players
are required to wear mouth guards, 2) college and university teams are required
to practice in shorts for the first three days of preseason drills to acclimate players
to heat and 3) regulations control the number of practice days each team can have
before its first game.

The North Carolina Football Study and the Annual Survey of Football Fatalities
have had a positive effect on the University of North Carolina and on the State
of North Carolina. Within the last year the university has developed a Sports
Medicine Program which is responsible for the complete medical rare of varsity
athletes on a year-round basis. This includes all 21 varsity teams (14 for men,
7 for women). In addition, it is responsible for orthopedic injuries sustained by
any student engaged in university-sponsored events, such as required physical educa-
tion classes, intramurals and club activities. Emergency first aid is also made available
to any student using physical education or athletic facilities. The Sports Medicine
Program has the services of one full-time physician and the half-time services of
an orthopedist as well as four full-time trainers. One of the trainers is certified
in physical therapy and is in charge of physical rehabilitation.
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The program is concerned with three primary responsibilities service, education
anti, research. tirSt year has been so successful in the area of service that
the program is now focusing on the education area. Curriculum planners are develop-
ing a progTam for athletic trainers. As in all university departments, research will
be an integral part of the Sports Medicine Program.

The North Carolina Department of Public Instruction also began to realize the
extent of the sports injury problem: it created a new position of State Director
or Sports Medicine and held a Governor's Conference on Athletic Injuries.

When the magnitude of football participation throughout thy country is understood,
it is not difficult to accept that the problem of football injuries is of significant
proportions to warrant additional study. It has been estimated that if the injury
ratios available were applied nationally, the present injury rate would represent
from 200,0111) to -100,000 injuries to football players each fall. Any health problem
affecting this many players'annually should he the concern of administrators, physi-
cians and researchers. Additional epidemiological studies are important to provide
new data on all areas of football activity.
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THE FEMALE ATHLETE



Nature and Incidence of
Traumatic Injury to Women in Sports

Sharon Kosek
University of Washington

Seattle, Washington

What are the five most common injuries that women receive in sports and with
what frequency do they occur? This is a difficult question, as there have been very
few articles written on injuries to women in sports. Yet it is important that we
try to answer it, for, with the upsurge in women's participation in sports, new
areas of interest have developed in conditioning, injury prevention and management.
Women physical education instructors are demanding more training in these areas.
But before practical athletic training for women can be included in a college cur-
riculum, there has to be an understanding of the nature of injuries women sustain
in sports.

As an athletic trainer, certified by the National Athletic Trainers Association,
I have worked in the Division of Sports Medicine on a two-year surveillance of
injuries to women participating in intercollegiate competition at the University of
Washington in Seattle. The Division of Sports Medicine is directed by an orthopedic
surgeon and is staffed by four certified athletic trainers who are also registered
physical therapists, four research athletic trainers, a statistician and several
orthopedic residents. Its major responsibilities are service, education and research.

The service responsibility consists of providing complete medical care for 750
male and 250 female athletes, 200 ballet dancers and the university students referred
from the student health service. The medical care consists of supervising conditioning
programs and administering first aid, definitive treatment and rehabilitation. In
addition to serving as a women's athletic trainer, I also act as physical therapist
for the student body.

In the area of education, the staff teaches a course in athletic training in the
Department of Physical Education. Workshops are given for the benefit of high
school and college physical education instructors, nurses and student athletic trainers;
seminars are held for team physicians. Members of the staff supervise student
athletic trainers, physical therapy students, medical students and orthopedic resi-
dents.

Because the Division's ultimate aim is injury prevention, research is carried out
and results published or presented at national meetings. Research is difficult because
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of the lack of published material on women's athletic injuries; hence, the problems
are not well defined.

During the past two years, I studied women's injuries for three competitive sports
club teams. The three sports, chosen for the greatest potential for injury, were
field hockey, baSketball and track and field. The five most common injuries occurring
to women competing in those sports were sprains, muscle strains, tendonitis, contu-
sions and patellar (knee) problems. Although the patellar or kneecap problem is
specific to one area of the body, whereas the other types of injuries are not, we
feel that this problem is in a category by itself.

A sprain is an injury to a ligament, resulting from overstress, which causes some
damage to the ligament fibers or their attachment. Sprains occurred most frequently
at the ankle but were also common at the knee, fingers or thumb. Women in basketball
were most often sidelined for sprained ankles.

A muscle strain is an overstretching or overexertion of some part of the mus-
culature, be it tendon, muscle fiber or where the muscle joins the tendon. Causes
of muscle strains include lack of conditioning, lack of warm-up before vigorous activity
and musculature imbalance. Shin splints, which are ill-defined in most of the
literature, are a strain or inflammation of a lower leg muscle. Muscle strains, including
shin splints, were most often seen in track and field.

Tendonitis is an inflammation in the muscle, the tendon or the sheath surrounding
the tendon. The cause is usually unaccustomed overuse, but may be also attributed
to a stretch-type injury, a direct blow or an infection which produces an irritation
in the tendon or tendon sheath. Tendonitis occurs commonly to women early in
the season before they are adequately conditioned. Women, particularly in track,
often suffer from inflammation of the tendon of one or more muscles across the
ankle. Because the street shoes that women wear have higher heels than the low
built shoes in which they compete, the tendon is stretched farther than its accustomed
length during athletic participation and becomes irritated.

Contusions are the result of a direct blow, causing bruising of the skin and underly-
ing tissue. They are accompanied by pain, hemorrhaging and discoloration. Contu-
sions occurred most often in field hockey where the ball or stick traumatized many
of the players' shins, thighs, hands or faces.

The fifth common problem in women's sports involves the knee. It is not, however,
the torn cartilage often seen in men's sports. Women have a greater tendency
towards subluxation or dislocation of the kneecap than do men for several reasons.
Women have a wider pelvis, which creates a knock-kneed tendency when running
or standing. The quadriceps muscles, which are the big muscle group on the front
of the thigh, pull from their attachment on the front of the shin to the hip when
contracting. The line of pull passes to the outside of the patella rather than through
its center as it usually does in men. The result is a kneecap which tries to drift
laterally when the quadriceps muscles contract. It is not true, however, that all
women must therefore have this injury; there are a few more predisposing factors:
1) The patella slides in a groove between the condyles at the distal end of the
femur. If the groove between the condyles is shallow or the lateral condyle is flat-
tened, the patella has a greater tendency to slip laterally out of the groove each
time the quadriceps muscles contract. 2) If the patella is abnormally flattened on
its undersurface, the possibility of subluxation or dislocation is increased. 3) A pre-
vious knee injury which was not fully rehabilitated may produce an asymmetrical
pull of the quadriceps muscles, creating a tendency for the patellar drift.

Another type of patellar problem common to college-age women is the softening
or degeneration of the undersurface of the patella. This is called chondromalacia
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and its patterns of development are similar in many respects to those of the dislocating
or subluxing patella. It occurs in athletes and fmt hlet es, commonly in both knees.
The difference between the athlete and the nonathlete is that the athlete continues
to participate despite the pain, although favoring the knee, and the nonathlete
limits her activities to a tolerable level, Eventually both require medical care, the
athlete because she is at the point where the pain makes competition intolerable,
and the a omit hlete because she has gradually favored her knee to the point where
climbing stairs is out of the question.

How do women's injuries differ from injuries sustained by men? Actually, the
injuries are similar but the frequency patterns differ. Men receive a greater number
of injuries because of their participation in body contact sports, such as football
or wrestling. The incidence of head, neck and upper extremity problems in women
is very low because they (IC not participate in such sports. Women do not compete
on the rings in gymnastics, which is the apparatus contributing to a great number
of shoulder problems in men athletes. Because there are a greater number of men
participa ting in sports than women. the frequency of injury is deceiving. Men practice
proportionately more times per week and have longer competitive seasons and more
games per season. Therefore, it may seem that men have more injuries, but it
is not truly comparable unless placed in perspective.

Another variable factor that formerly influenced injury statistics was th, sports
club philosophy under which women's teams operated. Because all teams were open
to everyone who wanted to participate, the skill level was generally low, Much
of the season was devoted to teaching the sport. There was no cutoff point for
accepting new members. and latecomers missed the preseason conditioning.
Attendance was not mandatory. These facts. coupled with the knowledge that there
were few participants, should put the low number of injuries in perspective.

For the purposes of the surveillance study, any athlete missing or not able to
participate fully in a practice or game because of an injury sustained in that sport
was counted as injured. Not included were athletes who missed practice because
of injuries sustained during other forms of recreational activities or because of illness.

In field hockey there ere three injuries one year with an average of 17 participants
and seven injuries the next year with 19 participants. Re two-year average injury
rate of the field hockey season (29.5 games and practice:, per season) was .28 injuries
per participant, There were five basketball injuries one year with an average of
17 participants and seven injuries the next year with 12 participants. The two-year
average injury rate of the basketball season (34 games and practices pet season)
was .44 injuries per participant.

In track and field there were five injuries one year and eight injuries the next
year with the number of participants nine and eight respectively. The seasonal
injury rate for track exceeded that of the other two sports, with an average of
.78 injuries per participant in an average season of 31.5 meets and practices. The
injury do not reflect the varying lengths of the seasons of these sports although
they (I() take into account the number of participants.

In order to express these figures so as to adjust for both factors, one can base
the rate upon the number of injuries per 10 participants per 100 exposures, which
would approximate seasons. Using injury rates calculated in this manner, field
hockey sustained 9 injuries, basketball 13, and track and field 25. It is important
to keep in mind that our injury information was based on rather few participants
and hence. relatively few injuries. Therefore, these injury rates. while reasonable
estimates, should be expected to vary from year to year and from place to place.

In summary, the five most common injuries seen in Women's sports at the Univer-
sity of Washington in field hockey, basketball and track and field were sprains,
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strains, tendonitis, contusions and patellar problems. Because women are not
involved' in true contact sports, they incur fewer time-loss injuries than do men.
A comparison of the incidence of injury in men's and women's sports can be made
based on the number of injuries per participant per amount of exposure time.
However, one must take into consideration the skill level of the athletes and the
amount of time spent in preseason and of -season conditioning.

Because the study revealed that the incidence of injury in track and field appears
to be higher than in basketball or field hockey, greater etbrt is being made at
the University of Washington to establish a preseason conditioning program for
women who participate in track, to reduce the number of time-loss injuries resulting
from strained muscles and tendonitis. Other women's teams, such as tennis, crew
and basketball, are initiating preseason conditioning programs with good results.
This is one step towards prevention of injuries supported by the results of the
study. Hopefully more research will be done in this area so that sports will become
safer for participants.
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The Female Athlete:
Safeguards and Injury Controls

Betty G. Hartman
Kent State University

Kent, Ohio

An examination of research on injury controls for female athletes reveals that
little has been written on the topic. Indeed the majority of available data has just
begun to appear in the literature within the last two years but even this is extremely
sketchy. The reason for the lack of data is fairly obvious. Only during the last
5 to 10 years has the term female athlete been used extensively. Women have
been called sports performers, sports participants, intramural participants and club
players, but not female athletes.

To call women "athletes" is significant because the word implies the highest form
of sports performance. Athletics means winners and losers, competition, stress and
the possibility of injury.

No longer satisfied with clubs or intramurals, females are actively seeking sports
that are highly stressful, highly competitive and demanding. Professional organiza-
tions such as the National Federation of State High School Associations, the National
Collegiate Athletic Association, AAHPER's Division for Girls and Women's Sports
and the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women are not only recognizing
this desire but are pushing for women's athletic programs. Nonetheless, there are
several areas of neglect, such as lack of attention to the prevention of injury as
well as to training and conditioning.

Those who are involved with female athletics have not recognized the hazards
which may result as women's athletics develops. These hazards would be better
understood if coaches, officials and other professionals who conduct women's athletic
programs had a thorough knowledge of female athletes in terms of injury potential,
sport by sport.

Since there is little published data on women athletes, one should turn to evidence
furnished by research on male athletes. This approach is justifiable because research
in anatomy, kinesiology, physiology, psychology and sociology has not yet revealed
many differences between males and females in regard to injury potential. Although
there is a variation in the center of gravity between males and females, this difference
does not result in the threat of greater or fewer injuries as it does dictate an
adjustment by the athlete through strength development and mechanical analysis
of his performance. Also, females generally have more delicate bones, muscles,
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tendons and ligaments than nudes. Therefore, unless a female athlete conditions
and trains, she can incur nuIre injuries than her male counterpart.

Contact Sports

Because more males than fernalfs engage in contact sports, which have long been
recognized as causing the greatest number and severity of injuries, the accident
potential is higher for nudes. In sonic sports, however, women incur a greater
nuniber of iikittries simply because more of them participate in these sports than
do men, In many instances, the injury potential for men and W(mien is similar.

Contact sports can be described in two ways to differentiate between the injury
potential for males and fentales. Contact sports have been traditionally regarded
as those which allow or demand that players push, shove, strike. hold, jump, leap
or pull their opponents. These sports involve detiberute physirn/ cot/tart.

The other type of contact sport is one which, because of its structure and organiza-
tion. causes aer ideoal contact which may result in injury, Examples would include
team sports involving many players, such as badminton. lacrosse and field hockey.
and sports played by a large number of participants in a limited space, such as
basketball. Tradititmal athletic activities for women can he categorized mainly as
accidental contact spurts.

Concern for injury to females caused by contact sports has been controlled exclu-
sively through rules. For example, rules for women in the sports also played by
men contain shadings of difference, usually concerning the prevention of contact
by participants. These differences, however, are gradually changing so that fewer
of them exist. Basketball is a prime example. Although basketball rules for men
have permitted physical contact for a long while, only recently have the rules for
women changed from allowing no contact to allowing brushing. aml the brushing
is becoming greater. This trend should be examined carefully because if contact
increases, iRjw.y can result.

Regardless of criticism by active feminists who are demanding equal opportunities
for women. this writer believes that a distinction must be made. The rules. game
forms and officiating controls should be preserved to keep deliberate physical contact
out of female sports and thus help to prevent injuries.

The accident potential in baseball is high. Collisions with other players, walls
anti bleachers can cause injuries to the head. wrist, elbow and fingers. The frequency
and severity of ankle and knee injuries have a direct relationship to the level of
competition and therefore to the stress of the play (5).

In field hockey and lacrosse, blows from sticks and halls cause bruises, often
more painful than harmful. Ankle and knee injuries also occur. In the majority
of other sports played by females, such as track and field, tennis and badminton,
knee and leg injuries seem to be prevalent. In swimming, gymnastics and diving,
the arm, back and shoulder can be injured by strains, pulls and sprains.

Need for Data

There is a crucial need tin. records on the types and frequency of accidents and
injuries for each sport in which females participate. Admittedly some data is being
collected in certain geographic areas, but this is not extensive. The DGWS Research
Committee is developing a data bank. However, much more information needs to
be collected if injuries to female athletes are to he prevented.
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Training and Conditioning

If wtitnen can stand stresshil competition, they can also sweat, develop muscle
strength and enhance their cardiovascular endurance. Training and conditioning.
have been neglected by women athletes. Few who are 'not Olympic quality train
or condition. Unfortunately, there are not enough female coaches and trainers to
help young women to train and condition. Most of the women who conduct sports
programs art uneducated: those who are knowledgeable have learned on their own
without benefit of formal education.

One of the contributing factors to this situation is that women have not been
allowed to humility prcifessiimally in this area. As recently as five years ago, a
colleague had difficulty taking coaching and conditioning courses as an under-
graduate. My own campus has just recently required triUning courses for women
physical education majors, although the courses haye been open to them for several
years. In November 1972, Cramer l'nducts, Inc., publicized in a pamphlet what
is clinsidered to be the "first all-girl class in athletic injuries" (4).

Another factor dates back to the days when society disapproved of girls participat-
ing actively in competitive sports. It was thought to be the exclusive domain of
men. In those days a girl never wore high tennis shoes, even though she may
have had a history of sprained ankles, %Wearing an ankle wrap or knee brace caused
her to he labeled a tomboy and she was ostracized by her peers or accused of
being an attention seeker. Not only were such protective devices frowned upon
but girls leaped into games and contests without any prior conditioning.

In my high school days, a personal ambition was to enter a city track meet.
My school did not offer track and field. When I asked my physical education teacher
for help, she said she knew nothing about the sport but did give me a book. I

entered the meet and while attempting the men's high jump standards, I tore several
thigh muscles. Perhaps this was caused partly by incorrect performance, but it
was also caused by a lack of prior conditioning and training. This injury has plagued
me through the years. The worst aspect, however, has been the knowledge that
proper conditioning could have prevented it.

Here again, one can learn through the experiences of men athletes. Since few
physiological and psychological differences have yet been found between males and
females regarding injury potential, female athletes should take a similar approach
toward training and conditioning as have the men. Proper training and conditioning
is one of the most important ways to prevent injuries to female athletes.

Sports Regulations

J. Duke Elkow has suggested guidelines for the prevention and control of injury
(3). They are:

1. Recognize hazards.
2. Remove hazards if feasible.
3. ('antral hazards that cannot he removed.
4. Create no additional hazards.

Another extunple of neglect in wonien's sports that I would like to cite pertains
to the fourth guideline. Traditionally, rules governing women's and girls' sports
have been casually regulated. Perhaps this practice can be explained by the fact
that in the past few females participated in sports, their skill level was generally
low and few sports organizations catered to their interests. This situation, however,
has changed: women are engaging in sports in greater numbers than ever before.
StresstUl situations are also increasing, thereby creating greater potential for injury.
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To prevent injury so that no additional hazards are created, rules for wont is
sports must be specific (In)I pnsitivv, as they are in inen's sports.

To illustrate an important difference between sports regulations for men and
twine)), consider the following statements: "The health examination is considered
the priority item fur the welfare of candidates for sports: Is the boy capable of
strenuous, all-out effort? Participation in sports is a calculated risk and the health
exam helps to minimize this risk"( 1). Another statement reads: Mandatory medical
examinations are on essential part of the 111011.S 11011(.6C:4 pro,gram health and safety
requirements. onmst these statements with the ollowing guideline for girls and
women: "Adequate health and insurance prlitection should be pl.( ivided by the institu-
tion for all members of athletic. teams" (). Where(is the first two statements are
positive, specific and directed towards a precise requirement, the last statement
is vague and indefinite. Such rules and guidelines can no longer be so where females
are involved in athletics. 'Through sports regulations the potential for injury must
be ascertained, identified, contnilled and prevented.
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LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
IN ATHLETIC PROGRAMS



School/Coach Responsibilities in Athletics:
From the Gym to the Jury

Herbert Appenzellar
Guilford College

Greensboro, North Carolina

Certain newspaper stories have recently dramatized the problem of liability in
athletics and physical education. One was about a football coach who asked a group
of players to help him paint and erect goalposts. In raising the posts they hit a
high tension wire which killed one player and injured several others. Another story
concerns a 13-year-old boy who suffered paralyzing brain damag in a school play-
ground fight. A superior court jury awarded the boy, described as !.aving "an alert
mind and a useless body," the largest verdict for personal injury to a single individual
in U.S. legal history$4,025,000.

There is more likelihood of liability today than ever before in our history. We
know that the activities in which physical education teachers and coaches are involved
are conducive to injuries. In 1970, over 552,000 interscholastic sports injuries on
the elementary and secondary levels were reported. Add to this the fact that more
children are participating in physical activities each year, and the picture becomes
clear. With more participation and injuries yearly, increased litigation against physi-
cal education teachers and coaches seems inevitable, The mood of the courts is
changing, and many state athletic associations have witnessed a new attitude regard-
ing their rules and regulations. In past years the associations rarely lost a case
when their authority was challenged. Recently, however, various associations have
seen their rules invalidated and more t,tudent plaintiffs are winning lawsuits as
they challenge rule after rule in the courts (2,3,4,6,7).

While every facet of athletics and physical education now seems to be vulnerable
to lawsuits, several areas present particular problems. The most litigated trouble
spots are supervision, instruction, unsafe facilities, defective equipment and trans-
portation. I plan to mention some precautions we can take to help avoid expensive
and damaging lawsuits, but one of the problems is that so many people believe
they are immune from them.

As I read account after account of boys and girls who have been injured, I keep
thinking that it could have been me who was responsible. I think of a 15-year-old
boy in Monroe, North Carolina, who was helping in a track meet. He was measuring
the shot put when one of the contestants, unaware that he was measuring, turned,
threw the shot, hit him on the head and killed him. I thought as I read the article
that it could have been me. A 13-year-old junior high school student in Burlington,
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North Carolina became ill during a physical education class and died a few minutes
later. The doctor stated that the girl had a past history of such attacks that affected
her physical condition; unfortunately, the teacher was unaware of these attacks.
Again I thought, it could have been me.

And then I think of another outstanding case which occurred in New Jersey.
A fine physical education teacher took an injured student to the school nurse. He
warned the class not to do anything while he was out of the room. But a 14-year-old
boy ignored the warning and was injured on a fall from a springboard. He became
a paraplegic as a result of the accident. He sued the teacher and the school district
of Chatham and was awarded damages of $1,000,216 (1,5). In comparison, the borough
of Chatham spent approximately $1,800,000 on education for all students in that
borough for the whole year.

Last year I spoke in the Midwest, talking about the problems we have when
the shotput and javelin areas are too near the track. This year I was speaking
again at a convention when a young man stood and told the audience to listen
to what I was saying because, he said, "It could be you." He told how he came
back from a meeting determined to check his facilities, but two weeks passed before
he got to the area became he was too busy in court being sued for over $100,000.
I think the first thing to remember is that it doesn't always happen to the other
person. It could be us.

Another point to remember is check facilities and activities for safety before
an accident takes place. After the Wichita State and Marshall University tragedies,
my desk was flooded with materials from the Federal Aviation Agency and private
charter companies and airlines, all trying to set guidelines for safe air travel. In
North Carolina during my first year of teaching, about 25 children were killed
when a school bus collided with an ice truck on a bridge because overhanging limbs
prevented the bridge from being visible. The people of North Carolina became
indignant and every bus route in the state was inspected the next week. It is
difficult to estimate how many lives were saved by this inspection. But the real
sadness is that the bus routes were not inspected before the accident occurred
and that the inspection after the accident did not save one of the 25 ;:ves. We
should be aware of situations that might occur, try to prevent them and rei, 9mber
that it could be us.

Supervision

The first dangerous area is supervision. So many times teachers leave a classroom
unsupervised. Perhaps they feel reasonably certain nothing will happen if they leave
for only a few minutes. The tragic fact is that it only takes a split second for
accidents to occur, and they usually do when the teacher is absent. A wise physical
education teacher will leave other tasks for a more opportune time, if he is to
assume responsibility for his pupils' safety. Pupils can answer the telephone for
the teachers, salesmen can wait until later.

The court has made its feelings clear on the practice of unsupervised classes
and has been unbending in its ruling. Administrators must adopt and enforce regula-
tions regarding all situations in which teachers feel obliged to leave their students
alone or be obligated to spend days in court.

Instruction

Another dangerous area is instruction. Isn't it tragic that the professional teacher
may now be forced to defend his actions in a courtroom before the well-meaning
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but often uninformed men dual women Who compose the jury? k it really possible
that Such a jury, COM piseil of people unfamiliar with physical education, could award
a pupil $15,000 for a "roll-over-two" stunt? Can $35;000 really be given to a young
boy ft»r a wrestling injury because the teacher tailed to anticipate the exact moment
when that injury was about to hapiwn? The physical education teacher is in a precari-
ous ill many instances and lit-Many deserves urn' Sympathy, but too often
the teacher is !Mt blameless, l 11 too Mally cases the teacher must assume the responsi-
bility for negligent action during instruction.

I visited several teachers who were introducing tumbling instruction to novices.
After a brief instruction period these teachers had their students attempt fantastically
complex stunts with little regard for their safety. After I() minutes of work on
a forward roll one teacher had some of his students dive over six or seven classmates
with a forward roll. That no one sustained a fracture or a broken neck was a miracle.

The court will not tolerate such incompetent instruction when injuries occur.
Teachers who consistently insist on such advanced activities for unskilled youth
should expect a day in court when children under their direction suffer serious
injuries. It is much safer to b4,rin with simple activities and gradually advance
to more difficult ones. A wise teacher will thoroughly and patiently prepare his
pupils for more advanced stunts and games, A realistic and positive approach is
to warn pul.ils about the clangers of the activities they are about to undertake.
If injuries occur, the court will giVe consideration to the fact that sufficient warning.
was made.

Equipment and Facilities

The third area of concern is detective equipment and unsafe facilities. Several
years ago, after our football season was over, I went to the equipment room with
a sporting got His salesman vho had sold us headgear. I complained about the unusual
number of players on our team who had received head injuries during the past
season and indicated that I would have to change to another type of headgear
if the injuries continued. He asked if I had checked the knot in the top of the
headgear. I had not. He said that if it is not tied, a player can sustain a head
injury. To my amazement, I found that in every headgear belonging to a player
who had received a head injury the knot was untied. From that day on our head
injuries decreased dramatically as we required every player to check the knot before
each practice and game. This is just one illustration of how a simple practice, when
observed, can reduce needless injuries.

From time to time we discovered that the padding on our seven-man sled had
worn thinthat our men were actually hitting the board itself instead of the padding.
In another instance we practiced on a field that had a tremendous boulder in the
middle of it. Careful inspection would have eliminated this potential hazard. While
running on this same field our players had tic avoid a right field foul marker left
over from the baseball season. We made no attempt to move it until a hard running
fullback was tackled out of hounds and suffered a painful neck injury when he
collided with an iron pipe. Frequently we would find that the wire screen on our
baseball field was defective and that a foul tip or a wild throw would go through,
causing the spectators sitting behind the backstop to scatter.

The dangerous defects we have observed are too numerous to list. The responsibil-
ity for making inspections and corrections of defective equipment and hazardous
facilities needs to be delegated to a specific person. It is really a simple matter
to check certain pieces of equipment, some daily, others weekly and still others
monthly or .yearly. The amount of inspection depends on the nature and type of
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equipment used. II' you make a habit of checking these things regularly you will
be amazed at what you will tied But even more surprising will be the number
of accidents you will prevent. Keep a systematic record of inspections and use
the information in a positive ay. The routine inspection will !my off. 1 know it
isn't as glamorous as devising a touchdown play, but the knowledge that you are
protecting your players will be sufficient reward.

Several years ago I spoke in Houston and was pleased when I found, a few
weeks later, that a member of the audience, upon returning home, had inspected
his facilities. He found a glass done six feet from the bottom of the stairs that
was dangerous it' a student fell aml tripped. So guards were put on the door. He
found pegs at the end of the gymnasium tbr the students to hang their coats, placed
at eye level, and they were only about eight feet from the base line of the basketball
court. The pegs were taken out. He found that the trampoline was left out in
the corner of the gym and that the students were free to jump on it at any time
without supervision. They locked it up and used it only when an instructor was
present. He found problems on the playground area, overlapping play fields, vol-
leyball and basketball being played in the same area. Students were allowed to
play in the gym as soon as they suited out without any supervision. He found
rotten, loose boards in the stadium, parking lots without lightingI could go on
and on. But he did try to do something about his facilities.

Several years ago I attended a football game at a stadium in which the bleachers
were in terrible condition. Footboards were loose or missing, and it wasn't by chance
that three students fell through the bleachers during a game. One of them is still
paralyzed from the waist down. I asked several administrators in three nearby
cities who was responsible for the condition of their stadiums and bleachers. No
one seemed to know. Each named someone else. One man said it was the duty
of the coach. another pointed to the principal. while still others said it was the
duty of the maintenance staff. Too many innocent spectators become the victims
of others' negligence.

It is unbelievable but true that this area is considered unimportant by most school
personnel. School board members, administrators, coaches and physical education
teachers must insist upon adequate inspection policies to cover athletic equipment
and facilities. Definite responsibility for periodic inspection is imperative. The fact
that a facility is relatively new should not preclude inspection since defects can
occur at any time. Regular and thorough inspection should include all facets of
the athletic program, such as tennis courts, baseball backstops and bleachers.

Someone has said that the most important job today is raising our children. It
is not a job for economic or emotional misfits, for frightened, inferiority-ridden
adults seeking a safe, respectable and quickly attainable social and emotional status.
Being allowed to teach children should be society's sign of final approval. It is
not an impossible task if we pay attention to supervision, instruction, equipment
and facilities before accidents occur. If we realize that accidents can happen to
us, we can prevent needless injuries and untold suffering.

I found an interesting quote from Frederick-A. Fielder in the UV/ Street Journal,
December 30, IlE8.

I can envision a subpoena being served on Mother Nature herself against
a products liability claim that might arise from improper raw materials on
this earth being used in a product that eventually failed or worked improperly.
Hopefully that case would reach the highest court of all and be adjudicated
in the manner it deserves. If not, we might just as well fold up our businesses,
join the products liability plaintiffs on the other side of the bar and pray
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that there is enough each remaining to be divided amongst ourselves that
we can enjoy our remaining nonproductive years in the manner we so richly
deserve.

Safety Recommendations

Supervision

1. School boards should adopt policies prohibiting unsupervised physical education
classes and athletic practice sessions for any reason.

2. Administrators should assign adequate supervisory personnel for groups
engaged in physical activities. The number of supervisors should be ,letermined
by the nature and size of the group and the type of activity involved.

3. Administrators should supervise physical education and athletic programs as
well as academic subjects.

-I. Administrators should work closely with less qualified physical education
teachers and athletic coaches. Special supervision should be provided until
the teachers and coaches become qualified.

5. Administrators should provide supervision on playgrounds and in gymnasiums
before school begins in the morning, especially if rough or dangerous activities
are involved.

6. Administrators should adopt rules regarding lettermen club initiations. Danger-
ous practices should be eliminated and an advisor held accountable for conduct-
ing safe initiations.

7. All athletic contests involving physical contact should be scheduled on the
basis of equitable competition in regard to size, skill and other controlling
factors.

Instruction

1. School boards should employ competent, qualified personnel for physical educa-
tion and athletic programs. The standards for these important positions should
be high.

2. School boards should conduct in-service training in tort liability and first aid
for physical education teachers and coaches.

3. Physical education teachers and coaches should warn their students of all possi-
ble dangers inherent in the activities in which they participate.

4. Physical education teachers should follow adopted syllabi whenever possible.
If a teacher deviates from an adopted program it should be based on sound
reasons. Extra safety precautions should be taken.
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5. Physical education teachers and coaches should not assign pupils to activities
that are beyond their capability. Pupils should be assigned activities commen-
surate with their physical condition, size and skill.

6. Physical education teachers and coaches should give special consideration to
excuses for illness and injury and not attempt to be medical specialists in
judging students' physical condition.

7. Physical education teachers and coaches should prepare their pupils gradually
for all physical activities and progress from simple to complex tasks in strenuous
and dangerous activities.

8. Special care and training should be provided in gymnastics, tumbling and
activities in which dangerous equipment is used.

Equipment and Facilities

1. School boards and administrators should set policies concerning periodic inspec-
tion of equipment and facilities. Duties must be clew, iy delegated and defined
so that a specific person or department is responsible for the inspections.

2. Accurate records should be kept of all equipment and facility inspection. The
records should include the inspector's name, date of inspection, condition of
the equipment and facilities and recommendations for repair.

3. All activities involving the use of defective equipment or unsafe facilities should
be curtailed or eliminated until the defects are corrected.

4. Special attention should be given to ropes, ladders, lockers and bleachers
in the periodic inspection.

5. Safety rules should be adopted regulating the use of swimming pools, tram-
polines, springboards and other potentially dangerous equipment.

6. Athletic facilities should be maintained so that they are as safe as the academic
classroom.

7. School officials should provide a safe environment for all spectators, officials
and participants. Extra precautions should be taken when explosive situations
may arise.

8. School officials should adopt safety rules regulating vehicular traffic on all
playgrounds and other areas which pupils and spectators use. Periodic warnings
should be made regarding any dangerous situation.

9. School officials should keep the sidelines at football, soccer, baseball and other
athletic contests clear of unauthorized personnel. Special precaution must
be taken in this area to protect spectators from injury.

10. A special official should be assigned during track meets to keep the weight
areas safe.
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Travel Policies

1. School officials should adopt safe rules and policies for all travel of athletic
teams.

School officials should use commercial vehicles and competent adult drivers
whenever possible.

3. When students provide transportatimi, only those who have safe driving records
and cars free from defects should be selected.

4. School officials should insist that members of athletic teams go as a team
and return as a team.

General

1. All school personnel should he familiar with tort liability as it relates to their
specific responsibilities. Thin information should include the provisions of the
state statutes regarding tort liability as it applies to physical education and
athletics.

.1

School personnel should use sutuo :judgment and common sense in working
with pupils and spectators under their care.

The guiding principle for school personnel must be concern for students' welfare w
in all that is done.

4. Physical education teachers and coaches should instruct their students as they
would have someone instruct their own children.
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Rights and Responsibilities of
Team Physicians

i chael Gallagher
A ttorn cy at Law
Cleveland, Ohio

I number among my friends many doctors who delight in needling me about
ostensible shortcomings of the legal profession. I respond by pointing out that while
lawyers were creating those magnificent documents, the Declaration of Independence
and the Constitution of the United States, doctors were letting George Washington's
blood to remedy his last illness.

In an effort to find cases involving team physicians and their liability, I did exten-
sive research. Surprisingly, I found none. I then looked for textual authorities and
legal articles to see if others might have discovered such cases. I found only two
articles relating generally to the subject and neither of them cited any decisions,
reported or otherwise, in suits brought against team physicians.

Still unsatisfied. I engaged a young lawyer to see if he might by independent
research find reported lawsuits in this area. He found nothing. Finally. I called
some colleagues at the Law Department of the American Medical Association in
Chicago to see if they knew of any cases which had not found their way into print.
They did not.

What does this absence of reported cases involving team physicians mean? First
of all, it does not mean that there have been no such lawsuits, but it does mean
they are a rarity. For if there were any frequency at all, one would expect at
least sonic cases to be reported.

Why, may we ask, is there this apparent invulnerability to claimed malpractice?
I think it is because it competitive sports team physician holds it unique position
in the eyes and, if you will the hearts of' the athletes to whom he ministers and,
indeed, of their parents as well. Team physicians are not rewarded economically;
their primary interest is in hell iing youngsters. This awareness on the part of athletes
and their parents plays a large role in protecting the physician from litigation.
The professional athlete's livelihood depends upon it sound body. It is little wonder
that he feels indebtedness to the team physician for guarding his well - being.

To assume that because there have been few lawsuits thus for this happy existence
will continue is to blind oneself to two converging forces. First, there is a proliferation
of medical malpractice claims against doctors in the ordinary practice of their profes-
sion. Second, there has been an increase in lawsuits brought by athletes against
boards of education, Seh001 districts and, in the case Of professionals, against the
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organizations responsible for fielding the sports team. There is no dearth of lawsuits
in either of these t wo fields and there is reason to suppose that one bright morning
a plaintiffs shrewd lawyer will note the presence and availability to suit of a team
physician in a case where the attorney had originally contemplated suit only against
the board of education, school district or professional organization, This is most
apt to arise initially %Olen a plaintiffs attorney finds that the hoard of education,
school board or professional organization has inadequate insurance coverage and
he must look to someone else for collection. Once there is a successful recovery,
be assured that journals anal service letters will spread the gospel, anil the floodgates
will open.

To illustrate my point, let me direct your attention to a case entitled Gem ig ter

v. Philadelphia Phillies National League Baseball ('lob, Inc., 287 F. Stipp. 465
(I). Ct. Pa.. Dec. 14. 19(37). In that case, a father brought suit against the professional
baseball team for the death of his baseball player son as a result of uremi kidneys.
The precise question before the court was the application of a two-year statute
of limitations. That is unimportant here. The significance for us is the vulnerability
of the team physician who examined the player in March 1959 and found the symp-
tomatic blood condition, Neither the team nor the physician treated the condition
or advised the player or his family of its existence, according to the allegations.
It was this failure which allegedly precluded early treatment and permitted the
condition to develop into a terminal nature. The player was given an unconditional
release front the team, was hospitalized a short time thereafter and died approx-
imately one month later. In that case, suit was out brought against the team physician,
but I submit to you that the team physician does have an obligation to disclose
to an athlete any condition which may affect his health. Having undertaken an
examination, the team physician and the athlete bear the relation of physician-
patient. The team physician could have been, and perhaps should have been, sited
if the allegations were correct.

The tort liability of public schools and institutions of higher learning for accidents
occurring during school athletic events is developed at some length in an annotation
appearing in 35 A Lit 3rd at page 725. Included in the annotation are many cases
relating to liability at the grade school, high school and college levels. The cases
are many and the awards are high.

What magical garment shields team physicians from this multiple assault, I venture
no guess beyond my original comments. I prophesy, however, that like all good
things. it will not last. Some day soon a claimant will shout that the emperor has
no clothes.

Let us look then to the law that governs the conduct of a team physician. In
the absence of definitive case law specifically pertaining to team physicians, the
general principles of law relating to a doctor's responsibilities and liabilities should
apply: My conclusion in this respect is supported by Bergen (1) and Willis (5).

A team physician is subject to the same potential liability as would arise in the
course of his care and treatment of his other patients. While an athlete may he
held legally to have assumed the risk of injury in a sporting event in which he
participates, he will not he held to have assumed the risk of negligent care by
the team physician: nor will the athlete be held to have assumed the risks inherent
in the sport if he were examined by a doctor and the doctor, through negligence,
erroneously found no medical conditions making it inadvisable for him to participate
in the sport.

A doctor ordinarily may not be held liable in the absence of testimony by other
medical doctors affor, ling evidential support to a finding by the jury that the doctor
failed to conform to that standard of care required of medical doctors in the com-
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tnunity. The courts have carved an exception to this rule in instances where the
negligence is so blatant as not to require the ordinary proof; they have also made
an exception in cases where a poor result ordinarily does not happen in the absence
of negligence. This latter instance of the law raises a presumption of negligence
called the doctrine of res ipso Ilmillitur (i.e., "the thing speaks for itself").

One technique Used by plaintiffs' attorneys to establish a stamlard of care for
the jury is the use of authoritative texts. The defendant is cross-examined to secure
admission: with respect to proper treatment aml care. There is a great amount
of literature purporting to establish standards 01)011 which a doctor may find himself
impaled (2,3,4). Clever use of these books may make affirmative medical testimony
unnecessary to establish the requisite standard of care.

The employment arrangements a physician may have with an athletic team vary.
He may appear only during athletic contests and without remuneration. He may
be under contract for payment with a professional football team and agree not
only to be present during the contests and practice sessions but also to manage
postgame treatment and rehabilitation of injured athletes. Even when a physician
acts on a voluntary basis, he must exercise the care which a competent doctor
exercises under similar circumstances.

A difficult problem arises when a team physician must decide whether an athlete
injured (luring a game is in condition to continue to play in the game. An on-the-spot
decision can be difficult, particularly when the emotions of the participants are
high and the dejection of a benched athlete painfully apparent. Somewhat akin
is the determination by the doctor after a preseason or pregame examination whether
a player may participate. A judgment that a player is fit to participate can expose
one to serious potential liability. It is recommended that a doctor, after a thorough
examination, state only that his examination failed to disclose anything which would
prevent the player from participating in athletics. The doctor should make no affirma-
tive assertion as to the participant's fitness to play.

Although a physician was not sued in Rosensweig v. State tge New York, 171
N.Y. 2d 912, Rev'd. 185 N.Y. 2d 521 (1959), one could have been and probably
will he if a similar case arises again. Professional boxing in New York is controlled
by the. state and each fighter must be examined by a doctor of his choice from
a panel of doctors chosen by the state. A fighter by the name of Flores, after
a savage heating about the head, was TKO'd in a tight. Three weeks later he was
examined by a panel doctor and allowed to fight again. In that fight, he again
received a series of blows to the head, collapsed and once more lost the fight on
a TKO. He was described as groggy immediately after the tight but appeared to
be normal on examination 20 minutes later. Two (lays afterward an EEG was clone.
The interpretation was. "This is a generally good record. However, there is some
slowing anteriorly. Impression normal record." Two weeks later in a rematch, he
was caught with a perfect shot to the chin in the eighth round. He fell to the
floor, hitting his buttocks first, then his shoulders and head. He took the full count,
but was revived in the ring and went to his dressing room. There he fell into
a deep coma from which he never regained consciousness. He died three (lays later.

Subsequent examination disclosed no massive hemorrhage, which ruled out the
possibility of a single blow's causing his death. A jury awarded a verdict of $80,000
against the state of New York for negligently permitting Flores to engage in a
professional fight when it knew, or should have known, that he was not in proper
condition to do so, The Court of Appeals reversed this decision on the grounds
that the state was not liable for the alleged negligence of its panel of doctors and
that the doctors were guilty of a mere error of judgment, not of negligence. The
Court of Appeals decision, was on a 4 to 3 basis, which reflects the iffy state of
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the law, If one judge hall changed his view, the verdict of the lower court would
have been uphold. I f the evidence were only slightly stronger, a case of negligence
rather than of faulty judgment would have been made, Finally, if the plaintiff's
attorney had suspected that the state would be immune to liability, he would have
sued the doctors. The next time a similar case appears in New York or elsewhere,
be assured the suit will be brought against the doctors. A team physician was
sued in.1/ike./. Goce/dcr v. TIN. hi Has CoryboyN, on December:in, 1971, The physician
was charged with h negligent orthopedic treatment. To my knowledge, this case is
still unresolved.

Treatment of a patient by a doctor in the absence of consent, either express
or implicit, is an assault and battery and subjects the doctor to a lawsuit for damages.
The doctrine of informed consent is one upon which many suits are currently based.
I t s teal value to a plaint in.'s at torney is that it obviates the need to establish negligence
on the part of the doctor; more particularly, it avoids the necessity of producing
competent medical testimony that the offending doctor has deviated from the appro-
priate standard of care. Everyone is familiar with this doctrine as it applies to private
practice and to operative procedures conducted in hospitals. The doctrine has equal
application t o care and treatment of athletes injured in athletic contests, It is essential
that written consents he obtained by the school or organization responsible for
the team. authorizing care and treatment by the team physician in connection with
any injuries sustained in it game or during practice. If attention is required beyond
immediate emergency care. an additional consent should he secured. such a consent,
of course, must be an informed consent. The patient or the patient's patents must
be fully infla.med of t he nature of the treatment and the risks and hazards associated
with it.

Any doctor who is under written contract with a team should review the contract
carefully anti should have a lawyer well versed in the defense of malpractice claims
examine it for areas of vulnerability. The physician must know what his obligation
is under the contract. If he is required to attend practice sessions and fails to
do so without providing an adequate substitute, he is vulnerable to a charge of
abandonment or breach of contract. When there is no written contract, it is well
to make ahsollIteir clear what he is expected to do. A letter from the physician
acknowledged by the school spelling out what he will and will not be responsible
fur is of great value.

would be remiss not to discuss the question of insurance. The team physician
should assure hi itself' that the hoard of educati,o, or team organization has adequate
insurance limits. Anything less than :4.+l million coverage I regard as inadequate
today. Verdicts of $1.4 million and $1.7 million are commonplace. A serious injury,
perhaps a paraplegic or quadriplegic, is not a rarity in football and occasionally
in other sports. As long as the organization with which the team physician is
associated has adequate insurance coverage, it appears in the present climate that
neither the athlete ma. his parents are disposed to bring suit against him. But if
the team or organization which the physician is associated with has a serious claim
with no insurance or inadequate limits, collectibility will require. that the physician
he ,joined in the liffStlit.

The physician's own malpractice limits should not bo less than $1 million. The
added eNpe»st. Of large limits over smaller limits is modest laid well worth the
pellet' of mind it will bring.

Nut only is there an increased frequency of claims against doctors, there is also
by judicial fiat an expansion of the area within which that frequency works. Current
examples in Ohio will illustrate this point. In Ohio the statute of limitations begins
from the time the patient - physician relationship ceases (Wy/er v. Tripi, 25 Ohio
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2d 164 (1971)). In a case decided by the Supreme Court. Mel node v. Cleveland
Clinic, 32 Ohio 2d 198 (Dec. 15, 1972), an exception was engrafted on this rule.
In that case, a metallic forceps and a nonabsorbent sponge were negligently left
inside the patient's body after surgery. The Court held that where a discoverable
foreign object is left in a patient's body, the statute does not begin to run until
after the object is discovered or, by reasonable diligence, should have been discov-
ered. In the Cleveland Clinic case, the forceps was left in the patient during abdomi-
nal surgery in 1958. The plaintiff was last seen at the Cleveland Clinic in 1958
also. The discovery was made when additional surgery was required in 1968. One
can almost foresee that the Ohio Supreme Court will eventually embrace the discov-
ery rule in all malpractice actions, rather than the current rule which starts the
statute at the termination of the physician-patient relationship.

Another case will illustrate this trend. It had been believed that a doctor employed
by an industrial company or by a professional team on a salary basis was entitled
to the same immunity from suit afforded the company and its employees by the
Workmen's Compensation laws of Ohio. Under these laws, an employee loses his
right to bring a civil suit in exchange for the certain recovery of compensation
under the Workmen's Compensation laws. In Proctor v. The Ford Motor Company,
Sup. C. Docket No. 73-25, two company physicians were sued along with the Ford
Motor Company, it being alleged that negligent conduct by the physicians worsened
the plaintiffs injury for which he had already received compensation under the
Workrien's Compensation laws. A motion for summary judgment filed on behalf
of Ford and the doctors contended that such a suit did not properly lie against
them. The trial court granted the motion for summary judgment in favor of the
doctors and in favor of Ford. The Court of Appeals of Cuyahoga County reversed
the judgment in favor of the doctors, on the ground that they were not entitled
to the protection of the Workmen's Compensation laws, while it affirmed the judg-
ment in favor of Ford..That case is now before the Supreme Court to determine
whether a salaried doctor of an industrial employer (or any employer) is entitled
to the protection of the Workmen's Compensation laws. I believe that the Supreme
Court will find he is but caution again that this is an area where the courts appear
to be increasing the exposure of doctors to civil suits.
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OF SPORTS PROGRAMS



Safety in
Interscholastic Athletic Programs

John E. Roberts
Wisconsin InterschoMst;i. Athietic Association

Stevens Point, Wisconsin

Wouldn't it be interesting to query the average spectator at a high school athletic
contest as to his knowledge of the rules and regulations that must be adhered
to prior to the squad's appearance on the field, court or mat? Wouldn't it be interesting
to query these same spectators as to their knowledge of the development of the
necessary game rules for the administration of the contest? From time to time,
the Wisconsin Interscholastic Athletic Association (WIAA) receives letters from
parents or spectators at a high school contest asking why the Association has this
or that rule. Questions such as these point out that most spectators do not realize
the national scope of the rules of game administration or that such regulatory
measures are necessary to ensure the physical well-being of the youngsters com-
peting.

The physical well-being of high school athletes has been a major concern of the
WIAA (as it is of every state high school athletic association) throughout its 75
years. Our schools are challenged by this purpose in the opening paragraphs of
our constitution: "To organize, develop. direct and control an interscholastic athletic
program which will protect. conserve and promote the health and physical welfare
of its participants."

The young athletes fall under more specific requirements, as stated in the rules
of eligibility:

A boy may not participate in interscholastic athletics until there is on file
for him in the Association office an examination-permit card signed by a
licensed physician attesting to physical fitness as stipulated in the Guide for
Athletic Disqualification provided us by the Division of School Health of
the State Medical Society.

In other words, a boy who cannot pass the required physical examination cannot
represent his school in interscholastic athletics. Questionable cases are pursued
by letters to physicians and the boy's eligibility for athletics is held in abeyance
until the physical requirements can be satisfied.

Another area of control for which we are responsible pertains to the regulations
spelling out specific requirements for practice periods prior to actual competition.
A strictly enforced requirement is that a football team have 14 separate days of
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practice before its opening game, with the added recommendation that no pads
or regular gear be worn during the first 3 days. There is a specified number
of practices required for all sports prior to the first actual interscholastic contest
and it is not an area that can be delegated to the individual school. There is an
obvious need for rules in this area since it is not enough for a player to be just
physically fit. He must be properly prepared to engage in his chosen sport. A
player's physical condition can deteriorate during the rugged demands of a two-,
three- or four-month season in a sport. However, despite efforts in the area of
physical examinations and preseason practice rules, injuries do occur, particularly
in contact sports.

While we receive tremendous guidance and assistance from the National Federa-
tion of State High School Associations (NFSHA), theirs is not a regulatory body.
The guidelines, recommendations and suggested procedures as furnished by the
Federation lend support to our eventual success in effectively enforcing regulations.
The NFSHA has a very close relationship with the American Medical Association,
which has been most helpful to high school associations in furnishing, often and
liberally, materials relating to athletes' health and safety. Most state associations
have established medical symposia and related programs to bring to the attention
of coaches and athletic directors factors affecting safety, proper care for athletic
injuries and prevention of such injuries.

Rules committees for contact sports assign the highest priority to rules changes
and/or clarifications that involve competitors' safety. There are several committees
working closely with the National Alliance Football Rules Committee that consider
safety their primary target as they research rules changes. The Wrestling Rules
Committee is equally concerned, and, having been a member of that committee
for the past 10 years, I can attest to the fact that rules changes have been affected
by a concern for the safety of the wrestlers.

Headgear is required for all wrestlers, the dental guard and face mask is required
for all football players and the batter's helmet is mandatory for all high school
baseball players. These rules indicate what governing bodies can accomplish if their
primary concern is safety for the participants.

The WIAA, as well as most other state associations, has adopted a weight control
program that curbs drastic weight cutting in wrestling. In most cases, weight control
programs are effective and enforceable. The State High School Athletic Association
is the only agency that can bring about enforcement of this type of regulation.
Also enforceable are the regulations concerning the type of material football fields
can be marked with, the distance the players' bench must be from the sideline
and the type of material used in flag supports and yard markers. Such regulations
are effectively enforced through governing bodies such as high school athletic associa-
tions.

How many spectators are aware of these controls which are designed to protect
high school players in interscholastic competition? It is unlikely that they realize
that the game rules committees work very closely with sports equipment manufac-
turers in the design and type of material that best provides for athletes' health
and welfare. Sports equipment manufacturers meet with rules committee members
at least annually to determine areas needing research and experimentation in order
to improve athletic equipment. With the manufacturers' help, many state associations
have participated in experiments involving various types of football shoes and cleats,
face masks, dental guards and other related equipment in an effort to determine
their effectiveness in reducing sports injuries.

Game rules, while assuring contestants of controlled and uniform game adminis-
tration, also include provisions designed to eliminate or lessen the chance of injury.
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Penalties for clipping, illegal use of hands, roughing the kicker or passer, piling
on, spearing and other infractions are necessary in football from the safety standpoint.
In wrestling, specific dangerous holds are prohibited and others which are potentially
dangerous are stopped to avoid injuries. Rules committees expect, and are assured
of, enforcement of these rules by game officials who are trained and supervised
by the state high school athletic associations.

In addition to its other activities, the WIAA has operated an accident benefit
plan for more than 40 years and has recorded the incidence of ankle, knee and
head injuries for the past 15 or 20 years. Its statistics, which have been made
available to various rules committees, research groups and manufacturers, reveal
that the incidence of major injuries has generally decreased in recent years. Safety
in the Wisconsin Interscholastic Sports Program exists with good reasonthose
responsible for administering the program are dedicated to this purpose.
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Safety in Athletics:
A Model of Community Involvement

Posey B. Howell
National Capital Park Service

Washington, D.C.

The Manassas Baseball League provides organized outdoor recreation for approx-
imately 350 boys, 8 to 12 years of age, in the greater Manassas, Virginia area.
Although the program is not affiliated with the national Little League Baseball
organization, it has adopted most of the latter's official rules for league play.

Since its inception in 1965, the League has been directed by a group of enthusiastic
adults dedicated to achieving two basic objectivesto implant firmly in the boys
who participate the ideals of good sportsmanship and to stress that the attainment
of exceptional athletic skills or the winning of games is secondary to the molding
of future men.

The success or failure of any boys' athletic program rests on the shoulders of
its adult supervisors and parents. However, these programs must be operated for
the benefit of the boys rather than the adults who direct them.

The purpose of this paper is to present the approach taken by one community
group in dealing with a potential threat to the safety of boys who pitch in youth
baseball leagues. The major difference between the safety measure initiated by
the Manassas Little League and those instituted by Little League Baseball,
Inc.such as batting helmets, rubber cleats and other protective equipmentis
that the former inevitably change the game of baseball as it is played by older
boys and adults. Implementation of such changes is certain to evoke criticism from
those who place utmost importance on winning games and emulating established
baseball traditions and rules.

The board of directors and team managers of the Manassas Baseball League
spent many long hours during the winter of 1971-72 discussing possible changes
in local pitching rules to prohibit the curve ball and limit the number of innings
a boy could pitch in a single game. The official rules of Little League Baseball,
Inc., used by our league prior to 1972, do not refer to the curve ball and permit
boys to pitch up to six innings in a game. In international tournament play, boys
are permitted to pitch nine innings per game.

Our initial concerns about these rules resulted from several newspaper and
magazine articles (1,2,3) dealing with the problem commonly known as "pitcher's
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elbow- atul'from observing boys in our league throwing curve balls and sometimes
facing 30 to 4(1 hatters before being relieved by their managers. Unfortunately,
younger boys aspiring to femme pitchers quickly notice that many successful pitchers
use the curve ball as their most effective weapon. Generally, managers have not
discouraged the use of curved balls and some of them have routinely taught boys
to throw curves.

The Board recognized that any change in bitching rules could he traumatic and
decided to investigate both skies or the question as thoroughly as possible within
the time constraints inherent in any volunteer program.

Several individuals and agencies were contacted to secure additional information
on the subject. These included Creighton J. Hale, physiologist and head of' the
research staff of Little League Baseball; Julian Stein, Director of Physical Education
and Recreation for the Handicapped, American Association for Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation; and Fred V. Hein, Director, Department of Health
Education, American Medical Association. These specialists sent copies of newspaper
and magazine articles and research studies listed in the selected readings of this
paper. These initial contacts revealed a wide difference between the position of
Little League Baseball, Inc., and the opinion of orthopedic surgeons and others
in the medical community who have studied the problem. Dr. Hale of Little League
Baseball. Inc., is convinced that the current pitching rules provide ample protection
for boys' arms, and the organization has no plans to change them. A growing number
of physicians, Ph.D.'s and laymen, however, are convinced that when a youngster
throws a curve hall or pitches an excessive number of innings per game, he places
an extraordinary strain on his throwing arm that can cause permanent injuries.

Copies of the articles and studies received from the specialists were distributed
to all directors. In addition, several local physicians who have actively supported
boys' athletic programs were contacted to determine their views on the need for
change in pitching rules. One of the doctors. Fortune Odend'hal. offered to read
the articles, consult with seven! orthopedic specialists in the area and make a
presentation to the hoard of directors and team managers.

A special meeting was scheduled for the presentation and for luestions and discus-
sion. Dr. Odend'hal and his consultants concurred with th' aajor thrust of the
research advocating change in Little League Baseball pitching . .les. He concentrated
on the medical aspects of the problem and did not recommend specific rule changes.
In summary, he supported the position that the throwing of a curve ball places
great stress on the elbow which is likely to result in some degree of permanent
disability later in life. He also agreed with the conclusion of researchers that the
greatest danger to the arm and shoulder occurs when fatigue sets in. In short,
the more innings a boy pitches. the greater the chance of injury.

Despite Dr. Odend'hal's persuasive presentation, a vocal minority of the board
continued to oppose any modification of pitching rules. Their position was that Little
League Baseball, Inc., had expertise in the field and that if changes had been
necessary, steps would have been taken to correct the problem. This group pointed
to the exhaustive 1tki7 study by the Research Division of Little League Baseball,
under the direction of Dr. Hale, on the cause, nature and prevention of' baseball
injuries. This study indicated that elbow and shoulder injuries were reported in
only .0174 of all players and .016% of all pitchers. This convincing statistical evidence
was not Nccepted by the majority of the board because data for the investigation
were taken froth forms completed by league officials and attending physicians. The
very nature of the injuries we are discussing is that most are not pronounced and

late' III lift ..4111t impuctinti.v . tht the cause per nia-
/lent: I am sure many of you who have had experience in coaching boys' baseball
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leagues will agree that a sore arm is often accepted by the boy as the mark of
a pitcher. These injuries are seldom reported to physicians or league officials. In
fact, I have managed pitchers who would not report a sore arm because they knew
they would not be allowed to pitch until the arm was sound.

Another concern raised by .those opposed to a rule change was the view that
more injuries occur from improper pitching techniques and training regimens than
could ever be experienced in a game. This valid concern led to the subsequent
development of a list of 13 pitching principles for parents and managers (see page
80). This list was distributed to all parents at our 1972 registration and was discussed
at a preseason managers' meeting. Please note that the first principle discourages,
but does not prohibit, the curve ball. The managers and board members felt that
a principle would be preferable to a rule change because the latter certainly would
make enforcement difficult and controversial.

At the conclusion of the special meeting, the League Commissioner requested
that the rules committee members develop proposed pitching rules for the 1972
season reflecting what they believed to be the consensus on the subject. This was
accomplished and the board of directors passed a rule at its January 1972 meeting
to limit pitchers to three innings or 20 batters, whichever comes first. Pitchers
were also limited to six innings per calendar week. This measure was adopted
by the narrow margin of one vote. The close vote reflected to some extent the
continuing concerns of those opposed to any rule change. However, a new concern
emerged from the discussion leading to the final vote. Some individuals felt that
the only equitable control should be on the number of pitches thrown in a game
or batters faced rather than the number of innings pitched. Although the administra-
tive advantages of a limitation based on innings pitched were acknowledged, it
was pointed out that a top pitcher might throw as few as 30 to 40 pitches in a
three-inning stint, while a less skilled pitcher might throw twice that number. These
individuals advocated a number of throws (or batters) large enough to permit an
outstanding pitcher on a good day to hurl a complete game or "no-hitter," but
small enough to protect the boys' arms at the point of fatigue. In short, the argument
focused on how best to accomplish the objective previously agreed upon by the
majority.

The meeting was adjourned without gaining full commitment to making the pitching
rule work in the coming year. Convinced that greater commitment was essential,
the rules committee recommended an amendment to the new rule at a meeting
preceding the start of the season. This amendment simply deleted reference to
the limit of three innings per game while retaining the 20 batter per game limit
and the maximum of six innings per week. This rule, together with the pitching
principles, were in effect throughout the 1972 season.

The most critical question to be asked about a rule change such as the one discussed
in this paper is did it work? On the positive side, adult supervisors in the league
seem to have developed a growing recognition of and appreciation for the potential
hazards of pitching for boys up to 12 or 13 years old. Also, the rules are preventing
boys from pitching when they are fatigued. However, there is considerable evidence
that the pitching principle discouraging use of the curve ball was not fully effective.
Most managers and parents applied the principle while a few allowed and even
promoted the curve In some instances, lack of support for the rule probably
was clue to the fact that boys already on team rosters had used the curve in prior
years and were reluctant to stop throwing it. Other boys threw curves simply
because their competitors were ring it. It is estimated that approximately 10 to
20 percent of the pitchers violated the curve ball principle despite warnings to
the contrary.
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A second problem cited by a few team managers was that of administering the
20 batter limitation. As expected, some difficulty was experienced in monitoring
the progress of the pitcher while concentrating on all other aspects of game strategy.
Most managers chose to replace their pitcher at the end of the third or fourth
inning rather than permit him to pitch to the full 20 batters. This practice enabled
the boy to pitch an additional two or three complete innings later in the week.

Despite these improvements, Dr. Odend'hal and league officials believe that 20
batters is probably still too many. League officials and managers have observed
that some boys begin to show visible signs of fatigue after throwing only 50 to
60 pitches. These signs include increased wildness, reduced velocity of the pitch
and strained or altered pitching motion. Assuming that a boy might throw as many
as five pitches to each of 20 batters, he could throw 80 to 100 pitches per game

too many!
The precautions taken appear to be reducing the number of sore arms in the

league. We are aware of only one boy who developed a chronic sore arm condition
and he has been pitching complete games and throwing curve balls since the age
of eight. Proposed rule changes for the 1973 season have not yet been adopted
by our board of directors. There is every indication that the Manassas Baseball
League will continue to protect its young pitchers by taking necessary measures
to prevent the use of the curve ball and by limiting the pitches per game to a
level which will guard against fatigue and possible resultant joint injury.

Manassas Baseball League
Pitching Principles for Parents and Managers

1. Managers are expected to discourage the use of the curve ball or any other
pitch which requires an unnatural delivery in practice and in league competition.

2. Parents and managers should prohibit prolonged warm-up or batting practice
periods (in excess of 15 minutes) on the practice field and at home.

3. Boys should not be allowed to pitch batting practice during the first 10 days.
4. Managers should make every effort to assure that pitchers are instructed

in the proper techniques of pitching. The board of directors will secure
assistance to managers as requested in this regard.

5. Pre-game warmup periods should be limited to 5-15 minutes.

6. Pitchers should always warm up on level ground to assure minimum strain
on the pitching arm.

7. Boys and pare its should report any arm trouble to the manager.

8. Never be without a jacket. Wear it after pitching or after warming up, not
during actual pitching.

9. Do not let your arm cool off in a draft.

10. Always wear a sweat shirt.

11. When warming up, gradually work to maximum efficiency.

12. The pitcher should adjust his warm-up time to the weather (shorter in warm
weather, longer in cold weather).

13. Do not pitch with a sore arm. Arm soreness should not be pitched out. (Rest
and heat are the best cures.)
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ANNUAL SAFETY
EDUCATION REVIEW 1972

Covers a variety of topics, including safety
in outdoor recreation and elementary school
physical education, alcohol and safety, emer-
gency care education, artificial turf and foot-
ball injuries, and injury prevention in college
intramural sports. 96 pp.

ANNUAL SAFETY
EDUCATION REVIEW 1971

Articles on water and winter sports safety,
athletic training in girls' sports, professional
preparation of athletic trainers, and safety
considerations in gymnastics and planning
facilities. 80 pp.

ANNUAL SAFETY
EDUCATION REVIEW 1970

Some of the topics covered are safety
apathy, firearms safety, weight training for
high school girls, safety in archery and scuba
diving, and accident prevention in specific
sports. 80 pp.

SPORTS SAFETY

A textbook and resource guide for physical
educators, youth leaders, coaches, recrea-
tion specialists, athletic directors, health and
safety educatorsand all others whose
responsibilities are related to safety in
sports and activity programs. Covers the
why and how of sound injury prevention and
accident control programs, with 55 chapters
written by national authorities in their
fields. Contains indispensable information
on safety in specific sports and activities,
as well as administrative and supervisory

concerns common to all areas. Published in
cooperation with the U.S. Public Health Ser-
vice. 1971. 336 pp.

SCHOOL SAFETY POLICIES WITH
EMPHASIS ON PHYSICAL
EDUCATION, ATHLETICS,
AND RECREATION
An up-to-date set of recommended practices
and policies for school programs of physical
activityprepared especially for adminis-
trators, supervisors, teachers, and others
who share the responsibility for the safety
and well-being of the scaool community.
Topics covered appear under six major
categories: action for school safety; general
school safety policies; curriculum and
instruction; facilities, equipment, and sup-
plies: first aid and emergency care proce-
dures; and reporting and investigating haz-
ards and accidents. 1968. 32 pp.

TEACHING SAFETY IN
THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Contains general safety information;
methods for teaching safety; utilization of
learning experiences; and sources of addi-
tional information and safety teaching aids.
Designed for use by classroom teachers,
safety educators, and in professional prep-
aration courses. Edited by Charles Peter
Yost of West Virginia University. Rev.
1972. 32 pp.

TOTAL FITNESS AND
PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS

How physical, social, emotional, and mental
fitness act to prevent accidents. Reprinted
from .1011PER. 1967. 6 pp.
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